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12 SPEED TRI-A
The Tri-A features tight racing geometry for quick response,
made of Tange DB Chro-Moly tubing and incorporates internal
brake and derailleur wiring. Shimano 600EX throughout, Araya
hard anodised rims and Panaracer Tri Sport tyres make this the
intelligent choice for the discerning cyclist.

15 SPEED CRESTA
A touring bicycle to the.end. The Cresta7s builtwith emphasis on
long distance touring. Frame features Tange No.2 and No.5 CroMo tubing, three biddon holqefS and extra eyelets to
accommodate carriers. Drive train is Sugino TRT coupled to the
new Suntour Mountech Tri pulley derailleur. Cantilever brakes,
40 spoke rear wheel and rear carrier completes this fine touring
bicycle. •
-,
Available from leading cycle dealers
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Our cover picture shows the rear view of a
Shogun Prairie Breaker sporting a new style
parallel frame and Shimano SIS 'click' stop
gears. Our mountain bike feature starts on
page 18. Photo courtesy of Bikecorp. Cartoons this page: Phil Somerville.
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At Tearn, our cycle parts
and accessories are engineered
to top quality specifications.
If you're not 100% satisfied,
tell us. We1I stand behind every
product that carries our name.
Which is why Tearn is the
fastest growing .~ame on the
cycling scene. We want to grow
with our customers.
Isn't it time you teamed up?
™

Team (Australia) Pty. Ltd.
10 Bridge St, Rydalmere NSW 2116
Tel: (02) 684-1522
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Warren Salomon
Boom AND bust - cycling in the unpredictable
Eighties
USTRALIA IN the 1980's is at
the start of its third great era of
cycling. Not since the boom times
of the 1880/90's and the 1930/40's has the
two wheeler been so popular. A recently
released Victorian government report
confirms that in Melbourne alone there
are around one million cyclists and the
number is growing.
You don't have to look far to see the
evidence . Bicycles are everywhere. There
are more sold than motor vehicles and the
big news is that there are more adults
using them now than kids. Adults have
finally woken up to the fact that the modern bicycle is the ideal vehicle for combining mobility and physical fitness with the
pure enjoyment of the wind in your face
and the sky overhead. In fact most people
say that they ride their bikes for fun more
than any other stated reason.
Up until now I have always been wary
abo ut using the term 'boom ' to describe
the current upsurge in cycling activity. I'm
sti ll cautious because the real boom has
yet to arrive.
Australia has a small population compared to our Asian and North American
neighbours. We import almost all of our
bikes from either Taiwan, China or Japan
with a sma ll quantity coming from
Europe. Though a few frames are made
locally all the componentry is imported so
we are vulnerable to the pressures of the
international market.
This summer the mountain bike looks
set for record sales . This superbly practical machine in four short years has captured at least twenty percent of total
sales. In the USA mountain bike sales are
expected to hit the forty percent mark this
year making it by far the most popular
class of bike on sa le . Bicycle sales in
North America have been booming for a
number of years. This year they will 'consume' between five and eight million bicycles and most of them will be mountain
bikes.

A

Back home our industry looks set for
record sa les if only the NorthAmericans
would let up. The prob lem for the Australian importers is that they can not
order in sufficient quantities to command
the attention of the Taiwanese manufacturers. With the northern summer in full
swi ng and the factories disgorging their
produce into containers bound for the
States, Australia won't get a look-in until
at least July.

Last summer season Australian dealers
had to scramble to get hold of enough
stock to satisfy demand. This year will be
at least as difficult. It's a very volatile
situation and one that has totally eclipsed
the forced price rises of the 1986/7 currency devaluations.
It's a basic fact of business that if you
haven 't got the stock to sel l you can't
make a profit. And if you can't make a
profit you can't last in business.

Now don·t get me wrong. I'm not painting a picture of doom and gloom. Times
of uncertainty are also times of great opportunity. There are enough clever
operators in our industry to ensure th at
the bikes will find their way into the showrooms. This winter, spring and summer
we will be able to buy some of the finest
and best equipped bicycles ever seen in
the country. Also there will be better
budget-priced machines but you may
have to shop around a little more than
•
usual.
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John Drummond
School Cycling Championships to be reintroduce d Cycling now in the AIS - Vets Tour - World best Track survival - Birthday greetings.
The last National Schools Cycling Championship was conducted in 1980 and was won by
South Australian David Steele who was presented with his prize of a Gitane bicycle by
Oppy. Photo: Ray Bowles.

RECRUITMENT
I can't escape the feeling that Australian
cycle racing is p ay ing a high price in
terms of numbe rs for almost a decade
without any national recruitment base.
Since its inception by Sid Freshwater
in the ea rly 1950's the school boy championship was th e inspiration for many
great cyclists to progress through the
amateur cycling system to eventual professionalism.
The last occasion on which the championship was held was in Melbourne in
1980 when I headed a committee comprised of mostly veteran category cyclists with well known veteran class entrepreneur, Cec Cripps as organiser. The
championship was restricted to novice
riders and was in its third year of development. It had the support of the
Bicycle Institute of Victoria and the sympathy of the State Bicycle Committee,
the nation a l final being a Bike Week
event. It was sponsored by a Melbourne
based bicycle business trading as World
Holdings Pty. Ltd.
It ceased when the sponsors went out
of business. Acting on medical advice to
reduce my committment to cycling I in-

terviewed the Australian Amateur Cycling Association Executive with view to
the Association taking control of the
burgeoning championship. For reasons
of which I was never advised , nothing
eve ntu ated and the championship was
discontinued.
Now with an estimated 3 million kids
cycling to school throughout Australia
the Australian Cycling Federation is
organising new championships under
the control of its Executive Director
Martin Whitely. The National Coaching
Director Peter Watters will be its co-ordinator.
The ACF is hoping for a revival of the
vital recruitment base in the olympic
sport of amateur cycling, and of course,
a rub off on all cycling.
Safe-n-Sound , who make the Guardian and Sprinter cycling helmets as well
as a range of other car and child safety
equipment, are being joined by Ansett ,
Puma and Malvern Star in a consortium
to sponsor the championships. Unlike
conventional cycle racing the appeal of
mod ern technology to today 's school
children will be exploited by conducting
the championship on revolutionary, cus-

tom made turbo rollers, incorporating
adva nced digital equipment designed to
test the speed and endurance of a cyclist
by stimulating cycle racing conditions.
The use of tec hnical equipme nt
minimises the advantage the former system conferred on cycling club members
and tests the kids on pure athletic abi lity. This elimin ates the risks of on-road
bike handling skills as the rollers are
bolted to the equipment. Aa a bonus the
project provides the opportunity of
further ed ucation to school chi ldren on
much needed bicycle safety.
Co nt esta nts will have the cho ice of
four categories, including boys under 14
years , girl s under 14 years, boys under
16 years, and girls under 16 years . The
competition began in late April 1987 in
all states. Each state will conduct school
hea ts , zo ne finals , then state finals ,
which will take place during the month
of August at large shopping complexes
aro und Australia. The winners of the
state finals will be presented with a Safen-Sound Sprinter cycling helmet, and a
Puma track suit.
The 28 finalists of the Safe-n-Sound
National Schools Cycling Championship
will fly to Sydney with Ansett Airlines,
to take part in th e National Final to be
held on October 7, at the olympic standard international velodrome at Tempe,
as part of a major race meeting, incorporating top Australian cyclists such as
Dean Woods and Martin Vinnecombe .
The four national school champions will
be presented with a Malvern Star bicycle.
Any school sports master or in dividual child interested in participating in
the Safe-n-Sound National Schools
Cycling Championship is invited to contact Peter Watters, National Co-ordinator of the Safe-n-Sound National
Schools Cycling Championship o n
phone (08) 213 0648, or the Australian
Cycling Federation (02) 27 2977.
The state liaison officers are : A Teidman (NSW); P McKenna (QLD ) ; P
Watters (SA); E Martin (VIC); Joy
Bestwick (TAS); A Thomas (WA);
Freewheeling 7

Cycle racing clubs with shrinking memberships sho uld give the project 100 per
cent support for you ng riders are the life
blood of th e sport: without them there
would be no one to race.

BATELEY CLAIMS TRIATHLON
C hr is Bateley 25, of Collaroy NSW, became the NSW and Australian ultradi s tance triathlon champ ion when he
captured th e second Great Lakes
Triathlon at Forster in late Ma rch .
The full di stance triathlon was a 3.8
rough water sw im , a 180.2 cycle and
then a 42.4 m a ra th o n run which was
claimed by Bateley in 9 hours 54 min 28
sec .
The in a ug ural G reat Lakes Tria thlon
was he ld in 1985 in cold cond iti ons forcin g 30 competitors to withdraw with
hypothermia . This time it was searing
he a t , whic h flu ct uated betwee n 25 a nd
30 degrees C. th a t took its toll. Among
the li st of twenty competitors who did
fini s h th e eve nt were fir s t a nd third
seeds Tony Sattler and Marc Dragon .
Second pl ace went to 42 year old Bob
Telfer, of Sydn ey, who came in six minutes after Bateley.
Louise Macki nl ay, ofWestmead NSW,
(who appeared o n the cover of our last
iss ue) put in an outsta nding effort to be
the first woman to finish in e leve nth
place overall.

BLIND Al'SSIE F'OR WORLD TITLE
Newcastle's blind cyclist Billy Co nl ey is
to travel to France in a bid to win a
world cycling title.
Blind cyclists ride Tandems as stokers
behind sighted riders. Co nl ey, being
steered by Newcast le Cycle s hop proprietor Robert Hadley, was beaten by one
point in an aggregate resulting from a
series of track events for the Australian
title conducted at Ballarat, Victoria. The

Billy Conley, the blind aussie who will compete for Australia in the Blind Cycling Championships later this year in France. The front
rider is Hunter District Club rider and pro
dealer Robert Hadley.

eve nt was won by Me lbourn e's Greg
Nunn, steered by Rob Jackson.
The Newcastle pair made the decision
o n th e basis of being a ble to improve
th e ir form. Freewheeling wis hes th e m
we ll.

Pedalling Clever Cloth
GORE-TEX,®the clever cloth, not only repels wind and rain but also allows sweat vapour to escape.
The FORZA gore-tex®cycling jacket extends your "comfort zone" whether you ride for fun or train to win.
• Extra long sleeves, wrist closures
• All seams tape sealed
• Storage sack
• Extended rear panel
• 250 grams total weight

0
0

0

-------
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ACT PRO EXTENDS RECORD
Well-performed Canberra-based professional cyclist Neil Stephens extended
the 19 year old world indoor one-hour
unpaced record distance by 381 metres
on the fast board track at Launceston's
Indoor Stadium.
The 1986 Sun Tuor winner beat the
previous record , set by Danish cyclist
Siegfried Adler in Zurich in 1968 by covering 47 .227 km in an hour.
Stephens, 23, woh the national professional individual pursuit title at Whyalla
SA in March and capitalised on his good
form by going for the record in April.
The world hour record holder is Italian road star Cecco Moser, who in a
sensational ride in the thin air of Mexico
City on a concrete track extended the
fabulous Eddy Merckx's unpaced hour
record. Moser, given little hope of
breaking the record, achieved success by
covering a distance of 51.151 km.

Inn , following the a rrival of the Vets
Apple & Pear Tour on day ten som e
1250 kilometres from the start in Brisbane . The riders had competed in two
stages from Taree , a distance of 183
kilometres .
Brian Scheid won a spirited sprint
over the finish line at Kooragang Island
in the 50 to 58 years age division and
Ken Woollard headed the 59 to 71 years
division .
The presentation dinner was memorable for its enthusiasm as the contestants
keenly discussed the days racing. I wondered what the final dinner presentation
would be like , would the enthusiasm
remain. Here were 28 veteran cyclists ,
all over 50 years of age , some in their
late 60 's, one even a septuagenarian ,
taking part in a bicycle race over 3,800
kilometres in variable weather in 31 consecutive days . ( The Tour de France last
year over 4,158 kilometres took 23 days ,
including one rest day.)
Becoming concerned , I asked Vet
Sport Promotions organiser Cecil
Cripps, if he was asking too much of his
riders. After all , it was evident at the
finish and listening to race post mortems
that this was no joy ride, they were engaged in serious racing. Cec's rep!~ -~as
quite emphatic: he knew the capab1ht1es
of his riders. Well , I hope so, for they
had 21 days and 2550 Kilos to go from
Newcastle .

Unlike Europe cycling in Australi a
with its moderate winter and hot summer is in a unique position of being a
round the year sport but is squandering
its opportunity in obsolescence . When
that changes track cycling will come out
of the backwater.

AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF SPORT LINK
FORGED
The announcement that cycling has entered the Australian Institute of Sport
and will be located at the Adelaide
South Australian Sports Institute is a
giant step forward for the sport of cycling . Cycling is the fourth decentralised
sport and the fourteenth residential

TIRED OUT TRACK
If track cycling in Australia is to survive
into the future it needs restructuring at
all levels of the sport.
That message came through loud and
clear from the 1986-7 season, which
closed at Easter after witnessing the
cancellation of promotions throughout
the season in most States because of
lack of entries and interest.

Top: Popular Lou Cossettini presents Ken
Woollard (VIC) with his treophy for winning
the 59 to 71 years division stage of the Apple
and Pear Vets Tour into Newcastle. Bottom:
Newcastle Veterans Club's favourite son is Jim
Sandford. He is shown here presenting Brian
Schied (VIC) with a momento of his age division win in the Buladelah-Newcastle stage of
the Apple and Pear Vets Tour.

Neil Stephens the Canberra professional who
capitalised on his good form to claim the
world indoor one-hour unpaced record at
Launceston's Indoor Stadium.

APPLE AND PEAR TOUR
What a pleasure to dine with those intrepid men of the wheel called veteran
cyclists . Real ironmen , if there ever
were any.
It was the occasion of the presentation dinner at Newcastle's Hospitality
Freewheeling 9

spo rti ng progra mme of th e A ustra li a n
Institute of Sport. It is a victory for commonsense , if not somewhat belated .
T he cho ice of Adelaide is a wise one
conside rin g t he geograp hi cal loca tio n ,
wi ll ingness of th e South A ustra lia n governm e nt to co- operate as evide nced by
the establish me nt of a local sports Institute with some cyclists attached , a nd the
p resence of int e rn atio na ll y recogn ised
coach , C harl es Walsh . T he onl y impediment is t he a bse nce of a m ode rn style
track in Ade laide a nd I understand t hat

is a lread y the subject of discussion betwee n th e respective feder al a nd state
govern ments.
T he incl usion of cycling in the Instit utes's programme is t imely in terms of
international prospects with three riders
on th e edge of wor ld a nd olympic success . T his was projected lo ud and strong
-by t he perform ances of D ea n Woods,
Marti n Vinnicombe and Gary Neiwand
in the 1986 World Championshi ps backing up th e ir s up e rb Co mmonwea lth
Games victories. Also exposed was the

so . ..you're afte r. ..
Biopace, suntour, Tange , Look, Ross Hi-Tech , Corsa
Record , Oakley, Nagaoka, 600EX SIS, Minoura ,
sugino, OGK, Blackburn , Vittoria, Benotto,
superbe Pro, Dia-comp e, Aztec, Silca , Spence,
campagn olo, Ambrosio , cyclone 700, Vlug , Araya ,
DT competit ion, Mavic, Books, Ashhi, S.R., Castelli ,
Fiamme, lscaselle, Shimano , MSS, xc 9000 ,
Mathause r, Barrett, Roto , Tour '86 , Sedis, Wolber,
Clothing, Piping Hot, XC-Sport, Dura Ace , Troxel ,
campitell o, Giramond o, Vitus , Clement, Panasonic ,
Tacx, Winner Pro , Triomphe , Karrimor, Apollo,
Belle, Belle, Reynolds , Columbus , Sprint, Rex,
Accushift 3000 & 5000, Proatb, XT Deere, Cinell i,
Kusuki , Nitto, Bierecci, Delta, M.S.R., Brancale,
Kryptonit e , Winning, Tomaselli , Specialized ,
Panaracer, Magturbo , Cobra, wonderli ght, Berec,
Byka, union Halogen , Sanyo, Saiko, cat-Eye ,
Triflow, Hite-Rite, Superlube Grease, Mirrycle,
Esge, Eclipse, campro , caribee , Ukai , Sherpa,
Showa, Victory, Keywin, Pro-Ace, Primus, Zafal ,
F.1.~ .. Italia , San Marco, Rolls , Avocet, Turbo ,
Brookes, Adidas, Sidi, Binda , Christoph e, I.R.C.,
Richetti, Mutsuboshi, Ground Control , Weinman n ,
Merlin, Ritchey, Michelin , Solar II , Shogun , Matex
Fitness Monitor or Wilderness Panniers or
Gore-Tex Rainwear.

AT THE BEST PRICES IN THE COUNTRY .
HILLMAN, THE PROFESSIONAL BICYCLE PEOPLE.
(Est. 1938)
46 Grantham St, west Brunswick Vic . 305 5
Phone: (03) 380 9685 - 2 lines.
(Current catalogue $1.60 post ed .)
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need for an improvement by Australia's
pursuit team if we are to retain our Los
Angeles gold medal. With the prospective riders domiciled in a common location this should now be possible - considering that we will be meeting our opponents on an eq ua l basis. The notion of
judging a nation's worth on the success
of its sports stars is rightfully transferred
to the Government.
The first scho larship holders announced to take up residence in
Adelaide are: Dean Woods, Martin Vinnecombe , Gary Neiwand , Wayne
McCarney, Brett Dutton , Robert Burns
and Michael Ai sbitt. Associate scholarsh ips went to Gary Madigan , Scott
McGrory and Donna Gould .

ANDERSON IS NUMBER FIVE
Phil Anderson , Australia's best madman
is rated number 5 on the current FICP
table of designated first category rid ers
for 1987. A ll th e major European races
co unt towards t he classification s, th e
Tour de France , Giro d ' ltalia and Tour
of Spain , the British Milk Race, the Nissa n International as well as the professional national road championship s and
the o n e -d ay classics plus many of th e
lesser stage and one-day races.
And e rso n had a good year in 1986
until overtaken by an a rthritic knee .
Heading th e list is Irish ride r Sean Ke ll y
from Am e rica n Greg Lemond, with
Dutchman Adri Van Der Poe! third ,
Firs t British rid er is Rob e rt Millar
who is numbe r 15 . Australia's Michael
Wilson is number 69.

CYCLING CLUB BOOMS ONSYDNEY'S
NORTH SHORE
The continuing popularity of cycling in
Sydney is reflected in the growth of the
Northern Suburbs Cycling Club. The
club . continues to be sponsored by
Fish craft
and
Mazda
E urocars
aquari ums for the eighth consecutive
year.
David Spessot continued to be the
club's best performer when he recentl y
retained his NSW Sprint Championshi p
over 1000 metres at the Tempe Velodrome. The success of the triathlon scene
has contributed to a strong increase in
the number of club competitors. The
winter club racing commences in early
April and riders interested in joining
shou ld contact Max Rowlin g on 84 5331.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 'OPPY'
That evergreen cycling doyen , octoge narian Sir Hubert Opperman OBE , celebrates his birthday on 29th May. Best
wishes " Oppy " o n your birthday from
all readers of Freewheeling.

PBB BIKEBEAIBIB
ROCKD ALE

~s
Southside specialist in
commuting, touring and all orr-

road needs.
309 Princes Hwy, Banlcsia
Phone 597 3981
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104 CLARENCE ST. SYDNEY 2000 "29 4%2

The bicycle shop on
Sydney's North Shore that·
meets your individual
needs.

Clarence Street Cyclery
Sydn.eys largest range
of bicycles & equipment
Your bike shop in the city
Home delivery service

Touring and Mountain bikes
are our speclallty.
66 Pacific H'way Roseville

411 5116
Annandale N.S.W.

Hillman Cycles
Is Australia's mountain bike
centre
We have a huge range of bikes and
accessories plus the knowledge to
back it up.
Custom bulldlng and hire are our
speclalltles
HIiiman Cycle•
~ • Grantham St

WHt Brunawlck VIC
(03) 380 HIS
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Takes you and your dollar further.

g

Our large turnover of qualty stock enables us to
keep our prices low.
Cal in and see our extensive range of bicycles
and accessories.
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179 KING STREET, NEWTOWN NSW
(02) 517 1655
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Bike Barn &
Triath lon Ware
Sydneys original
bicycle boutique
A dazzling range of
bicycles. clothing,
accessories and parts.

Come on In and abuse
our friendliness!
82 Oxford St Paddington NSW

(02) 331 2671

BLACKM AN
BICYCLES
Two outlets offering the service
you 've come to know and
appreciate.

Now at 59 Queen St., St Marya
Phone 673 4017
And as always at Blacktown

7 Victoria Road,
Parr1m11ta. (opp. BBC Hardware)
(02) 883 2522

Competitive Cyclists • Tourists •
Mountain Bike Enthusiasts • BMX
also catered for
Ample parking

Open 7 days

MR CYCLING
COMPONENTS

We supply

PRO BIKE DEALERS

5 Alpha St., Blacktown
621 8158

BLACKT OWN
BICYCLE
CENTRE

0

Sydney's first triathlon shop. We've
got it all under one roof. Come along
and see for yourself. We 're centrally
located at:

FRESHWATER BICYCLE IMPORTS
2/21 Resolution Dr

Caringbah NSW 2229

I

I

FreewheelintJ
PRO BIKE DEALERS is a new
section that highlights the goods
and services of Australia's leading
bicycle retailers. Bike shop professionals who want to get their
message across to our 15 000
readers should contact our Advertising Director David Turner on
(02) 913 1266 and find out about
our favourable rates.

(02) 526 264 7

or (02) 523 4428
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Sports report
MarUn Vinnecombe emer ges as star material
by JOHN DRUMMO D
photography FRANK WALSH
USTRALIAN INSTITUTE of
Sport cyclist Ma rtin Yinnecombe, of New South Wales ,
was the star performer at the Commonwea lth Bank National track cycling
championships held recently at Brisbane's Chandler Yelodrome - venue for
the 1982 Commonwealth Games.
Currentl y rat e d number two in the
world for the one kilometre tim e trial
the Sydney based cyclist regained the
Australian title he lost in 1986.
The Commonwealth Champion rode
a sensational 64. 781 seconds for the
1000 metre distance, despite being hampered by a mild glandular fever virus.
Yinnecombe's time not only established a new National record for the
1000 m Tim e Trial , but would have won
three out of four of the last World Championships for the event , instead it won
for the Sydney champion the George
Adams Trophy, for the most outstanding
individual performance of the Carnival.

A

INNECOMBE IS no cream
puff . H e proved that in 1985
when he came back from a debilitating bout of glandular fever, which
put him out of cycling for 12 months , to
ride a devastating 1:05.344 Kilometre to
claim the National title and establish a
new Australian time on Launceston's
brand new board track at the Kate Reed
Indoor Stadium .
He proved his class when representing
Australia in the World Championships

V
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at Bassano Del Grappa in Italy in 1985
to emerge as the third fastest kilo man.
Vinnecombe returned to the scene of
his visions of greatness to defend his kilo
title in 1986. Although beaten for his
State title by fellow New South We lshman , Craig Chapman, Vinnecombe
was confident his class would carry him
to victory and a place in the Australian
Team for the Commonwealth Games.
Standing in his way was the man you
choose to love or hate, former Kilo Nationa l Champion , Victorian Max
Rainsford , from whom Yinnecombe had
won the title the previous year by a mere
37 hundredths of a second .
The ensuing competition revealed the
truth. The electronic timing system
showing the seedings were "spot on " ,
the best being fourth seed Wayne
McCarney, with Stephen Pate and Max
Rainsford, both of Victoria and Martin
Vinnecombe yet to ride.
Pate had a smooth 65 .65 second kilo,
next the flamboyant Rainsford came
home bri ll iantly to lead with a 65.63.
When the starter called Vinnecombe to
the mark he knew ·what he had to
achieve. Almost equalling his record set
a year earlier on a brand new track was a
task calling for a disciplined effort. The
reigning champion commenced exceptionally fast with a half lap time of 12.9,
then the lap time came up as 29.69 He
was the fastest on the vital second lap ,
the aggregate time now totalling 47.14 ,
only marginally ahead of Pate , but a

comfortable 18 hundredths of a second
ahead of race leader Max Rainsford .
Whereas Rainsford won the title in
the final lap Yinnecombe lost it. The
incumbent thrashed himself into a state
of inert ia to record a third placed
1:05 .85 . Yinneco)Jlbe was so exhausted
he could neither walk , nor talk and collapsed off his bicycle into the arms of his
aid John Crouchley.
I have never seen a top kilo rider give
so much, nor be so distressed .
HE NATIONAL selectors
showed great wisdom in selecting
both Vinnecombe and Max
Rainsford in the 1986 Commonwealth
Games Team .
It is history how that team had a clean
sweep of all events , and how Martin
Yinnecombe became involved in a timing system drama that saw him judged
the winner of the kilometre gold medal
on old fashioned stop watches.
Martin had trialled so well that officials believed the timing system had
malfunctioned when it recorded
1:04 .66, a massive two seconds quicker
than any other competitor, they ordered
a check of the system, and relied on the
average of three back-up hand stop
watches , which gave Yinnecombe a gold
medal winning 1:06.230.
Although elated with his success and
therefore not complaining Vinnecombe
knew he went fast and the timing system
could have been correct. This proved to
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be an opinion backed up later by his
silver winning ride against East German
Malchow in the astonishing time of
1:02.946 in the World championships .
Malchow, the reigning world champion , was pushed to a new world record
to defeat the Commonwealth champion
in 1 :02.031, just nine-tenths of a second
faster. But if only twenty tenths of a
second separated the 1986 Launceston
champions, then streets separated the
place getters at Chandler in 1987.
On the slower Chandler outdoor circuit the powerful New South Wales Kilo
man set a new Australasian record of
1 :04. 781. His nearest competitor was the
fast improving first year senior, AIS
scholarship holder Michael Aisbitt.
Michael had a quick 1:07.123 from Victoria's Darren King (1:07.862) Newcastle's State Champion, Craig Chapman
was fourth.
The time and the massive margin
highlights the great improvement"by
Martin Vinnecombe in the discipline of
kilometre time trial. He not only lowered Kenrick Tucker's national record
set on the same venue by a massive 1.110
seconds, but also lowered his own indoor figures set on Tasmania's International Velodrome.
With the benefit of a full time coaching conferred by cycling's recent entry to
the Institute of Sport Vinnecombe is
well on the way to a future World championship. All Australia will hope it will
evolve at Seoul next year.

TITLES KEENLY CONTESTED
THE 1987 National Championships,
held on Brisbane's modern Chandler
Velodrome from 21 - 28 March were
restrained by the absence of Dean
Woods and Gary Neiwand. Woods was
in France contesting road events in preparation for the World individual pursuit

THE ECSTASY
AND THE AGONY
Left: A happy Martin Vinnecombe being
interviewed by Stewart Boyle after winning
the kilo National litle from Max Rainsford at
Tasmania's Indoor Stadium in 1985. He set
the standard then for an indoor track by riding the kilometre in 65.34, thus decreasing
the outdoor record by .551 seconds. Centre:
Vinnecombe is elated with his new 1000 m
time trial record. Martin, the worlds fastest
1000 m cyclist rode in ideal conditions on
state-of-the-art technology to clock 1:04.781.
His time eclipsed Kendrick Tucker's five-year
old record by 1.11 sec. Right: Dejected and
totally exhausted Vinnecombe collapses after
loosing the 1986 Commonwealth Games
selection championship to Rainsford and
Stephen Pate by a mere 22 tenths of a second.

title in Austria later this year. The
Worlds number six sprinter Gary
Neiwand was the victim of the dreaded
glandular fever virus.
Nevertheless, the titles were keenly
contested with the lesser talented cyclists taking advantage of the absence of
the stars. One such was the likeable allrounder from the Sydney suburb of
Cronulla , Clayton Stevenson who won
the individual pursuit from the Northern
Territory based Tony Pavis and International Brett Dutton .
Stevenson who is a protege of former
champion Gary Sutton , in a smashing
series of rides established a new Na-

tional record of 4:44 .1 for the 4000 m
pursuit distance.
Another to outclass his opposition
was Queenslander Mark Victor who
won the 50 km Point Score championship by a massive margin from Tony
Davis (NT) with defending champion
Bruce Keech (NSW) third.
Interest centred on the 4000 m contest
for the Southcott Cup. The 4000 m
Teams Pursuit Championship is the big
attraction at the Titles because Australia
is the current Olympic and Commonwealth champion of this discipline.
It was fittingly won by Clayton
Stevenson, Brett Dutton, Michael Aisbitt and Bruce Keech representing
NSW. Next year will be the Cup's 50th
Anniversary.
Appreciative of the courtesies extended to the English amateur cyclists
who competed at the Empire Games at
Sydney in February 1938, E J Southcott
a vice-president of the National Cyclists'
Union (England), forwarded on behalf
of that body, a handsome silver cup to C
J Gray, President of the Amateur CycFreewheeling /J

ATIONAL TRACK Titles pictorial.
This page. Top: Senior 50 km points
score winner Mark Victor (QLD)
keeps a wary eye on SA rider Shane Holmes
as he sets himself up to win another sprint.
Victor opened up his score by taking the first
five points to win the championship with a
healthy points tally of 62 over NT cyclist Tony
Davis (49). Bruce Keech NSW won the
bronze with a score of 42. Only two points
behind came AIS competitor Robert Bums.
The 150 laps took 1:02:49.78.
Centre: Carey Hall holds off Michael
Lehmann in the last two heats of the semi
finals. Hall went on to defeat David Spessott
in the finals to capture the Gold.
Bottom left: The Junior 10 km scratch championship was fought out to the bitter end the
30 laps taking only 13:04. Many attempts
were made to steal the advantage but every
move was covered by this competitive field of
Australia's best Junior track cyclists. As the
event moved into the final 10 laps. each state
had sorted its self out into easily identifiable
groups. With four to go the Tasmanians spearheaded the bike race. As they came around to
get the bell the Queensland boys sent the
local fans wild as they made a desperate effort
to capture the glory but they were swamped
in the back straight as the more powerful
NSW and VIC lads dominated the charge to
the tape. Steven McGlede, NSW, held off his
team mate Andrew McGee to take the Gold.
David Maltby, VIC, (top of track) came third
with another Junior Clint Clark in fourth.
Tucked in behind them was Martin Ross the
first Queenslander to cross the line.
Bottom right: Senior 4000 m individual pursuit champion Clayton Stevenson salutes the
crowd after his winning ride over NT competitor Tony Davis. Clayton eclipsed Tony's
time of 4:50.010 with 4:45.125.
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Page 15 top left: Karen Moody, VIC, rides
triumphantly over the line to take gold in the
Women's 10 km scratch race. Marissa Gori,
QLD, was second with MicheUe Culyer, VIC,
third.

Bottom left: Michelle Culyer in action during
the 10 km scratch championship. Michelle
came third in this event but was victorious in
the Women's Sprint championships over
Karen Moody and Lisa Oliver, QLD.
Top right: Juvenile 5 km scratch race champion David Bink gives a victory salute to the
cheering crowd after his win over Tim Willing.
Centre right: Kathy Watt, VIC, strains under
the ordeal of holding off Donna Gould, AIS,
in the Women's 3000 m individual pursuit.
Donna won the event with a time of 4:00.588.
Kathy clocked 4:05.378 and Jacqui Uttien,
WA, came third.
Bottom right: Champion 4000 m Junior pursuit team from NSW consisting of Mark
Kingsland, Chris Unicomb, Andrew McGee
and Steve McGlede.
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lists' Associ ati on of Australi a fo r annual
competition. Conditions set out that the
cup should be for perpetual competition
amo ng the State co ntrolling bodies in a
two mil e tea ms pursuit ra ce. Thi s was
in stitu ted as a new event at the annual

Na tional championships . It has since
proved very popular and has done much
to pave th e way for our present Commonwealth Games dominance and
Olympic Games success.
Best of the junior riders was Stephen
Brookes of Victoria. No stranger to the
National scene , Brookes who won the
Juvenile Time Trial in 1985 returned to
win it as a junior and added the sprint
title for good measure .
The women were down in class this
year, perhaps the best being Donna
Gould of the AIS (SA). David Bink ,
who rides for the ACT in Canberra Club
was easily the best juvenile , winning two
championships and coming second in
two others to finally be declared the
champion of champions . David is the
first juvenile to receive this award.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
SENIOR
20Km Scratch Race .
I. Darren King (VIC)
2. Shane Holmes (S.A.)
3. Mark Victor (QLD)
I000mTimeTrial . . . .

Mark Kingsland, NSW, winner of the Junior
3000 m individual pursuit with a time of
3:36.943.

ONLY .0001 FROM ADEAD HEAT
N ELECTRONIC score board at
Chandler Velodrome created Ausralian , and possibly world , history
when it recorded a dead heat for third place in
the Women's 3000 m individual championship. Jacqui Uttien (pictured) from WA and
Donna Rae, VIC , spit the starters line in
opposite positions across the track in a thrilling race for the bronze medallion.
The scoreboard recorded 4:00.58 for both
riders. Then the chief judge, Mr G Osborne,
asked for another decimal and the decision
went to Uttien by a thousandth of a second.
All of which makes one wonder how many
decisions were incorrect before the days of
electronics.
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. ... 23: 42.464

. ... 1: 04.781
RECORD.
I. Martin Vinnicombe (A.LS. - NSW)
2. Michael Aisbitt (A.LS. - NSW)
3. Darren King (VIC)
I000m Sprint ........... . ............. . 11.493
(for last 200m)
I. Carey Hall (VIC)
2. David Spessot (NSW)
3. Michael Lehmann (VIC)
. ..... 4: 45.125
4000m Individual Pursuit ..
I. Clayton Stevenson (NSW)
2. Tony Davis (N.T.)
3. Brett Dutton (A.LS. - NSW)
. . : . 4:36.60
4000m Teams Pursuit . . . . . . . . .
I. N.S.W. - Clayton Stevenson, Bretl Dutton,
Michael Aisbitl, Bruce Keech.
2. QLD. - Nick Cane, Mark Victor, Jamie
Kelly, Gary Madigan.
3. VIC. - Robert Burns, David Dew, Rod
Green, Greg Griffiths.
I :2:49.782
50Km Point Score ....
62 Points
I. Mluk Victor (QLD)
49 "
2. Tony Davis (N.T.)
42 "
3 Bruce Keech (NSW)

JUNIOR
. . .. . 37: 55.03
30Km Point Score . . .
33 Points
I. David Maltby (VIC)
2. Andrew McGee (NSW) 31 "
3. Stephen McGlede (NSWl6 "
. . . . I: 09 .04 7
I000m Time Trial . . . . .
I. Stephen Brookes (VIC)
2. Stephen McGlede (NSW)
3. Chris Unicombe (NSW)
. . . .. 11: 455
I 000m Sprint . . . . . . .
(for last 200ml
I. Stephen Brookes (VIC)
2. Wako Hamlin (QLD)
3. Chris Unicomb (NSW)
. . . 3: 36.943
3000m Individual Pursuit . . .
I. Mark Kingsland (NSW)
2. Shaun O'Brien (VIC)
3. Andrew Stirling (VIC)
. . ... 4: 35. I 92
4000m Teams Pursuit . . . . . .
I. N.S.W. - Mark Kingsland, Andrew McGee,
Chris Unicomb, Stephen McGlede
- David Maltby, Shaun O'Brien,
2. VIC.
Andrew Stirling. Mark Wcisscl.
3. QLD. - Wako Hamlin, Glen Andrews,
Doug Newitt, Martin Ross
. 13: 04.799
IOKm Scratch Race '. ... ..
I. Stephen McGiede (NSW)
2. Andrew Mcdee (NSW)
3. David Maltby (VIC)

WOMEN
I0Km Scratch Race .
I. Karen Mood y (V IC)
2. Marissa Gori (QLD)
3. Michelle Culyer (VIC)
I 000m Sprint .

. 13: 48.085

. ....... . . 13.09
!for last 200m)

I. Michelle Culyer (VIC)
2. Karen Moody (VIC)
3. wsa Oliver (QLD)
3000m Individual Pursuit .
I . Donna Gould (A. LS. - S.A.)
2. Kathy Watt (VIC)
3 Jacqui Uttein (W.A.)

. . 4: 00.58

JUVENILE
500m Time Trial .
I. David Bink (NSW)
2. Simon Caulder (NSW)
3. Shane Kelly (VIC)
500m Sprint .

. 35.099

.... 11.903
(for last 200m)

I. Shane Kelly (VIC)
2. David Bink (NSW)
3. Danny Day (QLD)
... 2: 23.732
2000m Teams Pursuit
- Brett Aitken. Darrvl Lindsay, James
I . S.A.
Rennie, Troy Winterfield
2. N.S .W. - David Bink, Simon Caulder, Den nis
Wilkinson, Baden Burke
- Scott Townsend, Shane Kelly,
3. VIC
Cameron Sharp, Dean Mather
. ........ 6: 29.98 I
4Km Scratch Race .
I. David Bink (NSW)
2. Tim Willing (W .A.)
3. Shane Kelly (VIC)
SPECIAL AW ARDS - Champion of Champions
awarded to N.S.W. Juvenile David Bink, for his 2
Gold and 2 Silver Medals. David is the first Ju venile
to receive this honour.
George Adams Trophy for the most outstanding
single performance was awarded to Martin
Vinnicombe who not only broke the National Outdoor Record for the IO00m Time Trial, but executed
a ride that would have won him the last 3 World
Championships in this event.

EUROPEAN TOURS
Several tours were planned at the Australian Cycling Federation conference
and the Australian selectors announced
details and personnel following the conclusion of the Amateur carnival.
Only Dean Woods remains of th e
team that struck gold in Los Angeles ,
and it is therefore not surprising that a
bias is heavily in favour of team pursuiters, there being five in the senior team ,
considering the failure of the winning
Commonwealth Games Pursuit team to
qualify at the subsequent world championships . It is also understandable in
light of the degree of support to amateur
cycling given by Government and the
corporate sector.
Winning is the name of the game and
there is ample evidence to indicate that
success begets success.
The team with details are: -

Senior Track Team for World
Championships, Vienna, Austria
25/8-6/9/87
Martin Vinnicombe
Dean Woods
Gary Neiwand
Brett Dutton
Wayne McCarney
Michael Aisbitt
Robert Burns
Tony Davis

(N.S.W. - A.LS.)
(S.A. - A.LS.)
(S.A. - A.LS.)
(N.S.W. - A.LS.)
(S.A. - A.LS.)
(N.S.W. - A.LS.)
(VIC. - A.LS.)
(N.T.)

Junior Team for World
Championships, Bergarmo, Italy
12-19/7/87
Stephen Brookes
Stephen McGlede
Andrew McGee
David Maltby
Andrew Stirling
Shaun O'Brien
Pa trick Jonker
(To ride the road only .)

(VIC)

(NSW)
(NSW)

(V IC)
(V IC)

(VIC)
(S.A .l

Womens Road Team for
Tour de France 9-26/7/87 and World
Championships Vienna, Austria
25/8-6/9/87
Elizabeth Hepple
Kathleen Shannon
Robyn Battison
Donna Rae
Donna Gou ld
Jaqui Uttein
(Reserve)

(QLD)
(NSW)
(V IC)
(VIC)
IS.A. - A.1.S.)
(W.A.)

Womens Track Team for
World Championships Vienna,
Austria 25/8/-6/9/87
Donna Gould
Donna Rae
Jacqui uttein
(Reserve)

(S.A. (VIC)
(W.A.)

A.LS.)

sponsor of the four-night carnival conducted by the Whyalla Cycling Club,
under the control of the Australian Professional Cycling Council.
The championships were dominated
by two fir st year professionals who
graduated from amateur ranks late last
year. Victoria's Stephen Pate and Tasma ni a's Rick Sloane each won three titles. In addition, Pate won the champion of champions award , just as he did at
th e 1986 a mat e ur titl es held at Tasmania's Indoor Stadium.
Neil St ep hens, of Canberra demonstrated that he is a professional cycling top endurance exponent by adding
the 5000 m individual pursuit title to his
1986 crown.
Right: Max Rainsford of Victoria won the
1,600 m championship and was a member of
the winning Victorian pursuit team. Below:
Stephen Pate from Shepparton, Victoria won
the 2000 m keirin, 1000 m sprint and 16 km
titles. He was declared Champion of Champions.

PROFESSIONAL TITLES IN WHYALLA

- - - - - ~":'

WHILE THE amateur riders were testing their collective skills in the National
arena in Queensland , some thousands
of kilometres away in South Australia
the professionals were determining their
track champions. The fact that the titles
in either category could have been held
simulta neously at the one venue did not
mean anything. Tradition had to be satisfied - such is the ambiguity of Australian
cycling these days .
Whyalla, situated on the Spencer
Gulf north of Adelaide is a BHP steel
works town of some 26,000 people .
BHP contributed heavily to the cost of
building the velodrome , and was the
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DREAM MACHINES
Family-Touring-Triathlon
Specialist
Accessories & expert
repairs.
401 Chapel St, South Yarra
VIC 3141 Ph: 241 5014

SPOKES
CYCLE S
89 Railway St, CORRIMAL, N.S.W. (042) 84 3434
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ANIIREW lBliAN RIIIES SUNTBUR
It takes a blend of persistence, dedication and hard
work to win Australia's longest and toughest stage race:
the Commonwealth Bank Cycle Classic. Andrew Logan
riding his SunTour equipped machine proved he had what
it takes when he rode into Canberra to claim the yellow
jersey.
Not by chance these same three attributes are behind
the fact that bicycle riders all over the world trust SunTour equipment in their pursuit of excellence. Our motto
has long been: 'We make bicycle parts as though we are

coming along for the ride', and to this day the same persistence, dedication and hard work go into all of our design
and manufacturing processes.
It all adds up to the world's finest range of bicycle
equipment for track, road, tour, triathlon and all-terrain.
The full range of SunTour components is available only from your specialist bicycle retailers.
Trust Sun Tour. We make bicycle parts as if we are
coming along for the ride.

TEAM SPONSOR

·nmii•wet•tn
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SUPERBEJplffillDI
Wholesale stockis t!,:
Hanley Trading Pry Lt<l
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FOUR MOUNT AIN BIKES

NATIONAL PARTY
Thick framed Pathloser rides best off the track .
Features 10 gears 8 backwards and 2
sideways. Exclusive wheel spoking made from
cobwebs. All tubing and brackets braized with
spit and band-aids . Commonly used to push
manure uphill.Comes with quick-release subsidy.

Unique riding comfort is due to bike being constructed entirely of rubber products . Special
features include balloon tyres and 'ribbed' tubing for that extra sensitivity . Perfect machine
for those interested in ' safe' pedalling .

'<IN 5
'!'ANG 12
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NASA
Extra Terrestrial
From United States comes newest ATB designed for any of two dozen different planetary
lifeforms. Extra long seatpost can accommodate a variety of Glorphzzzs. Adjustable
anatomic saddle fits Phloxxvreens up to
110cms. Tentacle-rests braized onto both chain
stays. Special alloy frame withstands marsh
gas, meteor showers and acid sweat.

New go-anywhere lightweight for the spiritually
heavy. Pedals well on any of 7 planes. Low drag
as it rides 20 ems above the ground. Exclusive
' infinity' design knobby tyres are extra thick yet
caring and loving. Features include healing
crystal bearings and question mark handlebars.
Clip-on aura optional. Specially workshopped
frame guaranteed for lifetime and 2 past
lifetimes.
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AMOUNTAIN
BIKE BUYER'S

GUIDE
Fat·ttJre feature
What to look for when you go looking for your next set of
fat-wheels

Upright handlebars
and stem

Triple chainwheel set
Frame size
30-70 mm
smaller than
road bike frame

Thumb shifters
(with indexed
shifting option)

Reinforced seat tube collar

Heavy-duty
do uble-sided

High
bottom
bracket

long-arm rear
derailleur
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U-brake or
roller cam
rear brake .

Large diameter
frame tubing

GETIING THE RIGHT FIT

N THE SHORT time that mountain
bikes have been available on the Aussie market the range of models and
the quality of the equipment fitted to
them has improved out of sight. Now
with the introduction of positive shifting
gear systems this class of bicycle is set to
take over. In the USA , the home of
mountain biking , this type of machine
will account for between 40 and 50 percent of all sales this northern summer. In
Australia, where statistical information
on the bicycle industry is almost impossible to obtain, market observers estimate
anywhere between twenty and forty percent of total sales to the MTB .
Four years ago we predicted that the
mountain bike would rise from humble
beginnings to become the most popular
class of machine on the Australian bike
scene. There is every indication that
1987 will be the year when this will happen. If you can't understand why the
mountain bike is about to take over; you
obviously haven't ridden one. Lightweight road racing bikes may be faster
and more efficient but the fat-tyred bike
offers much more. With a good MTB
you get a softer ride, a more comfortable riding position, easier to work controls, better load carrying capacity,
wider range of gears for coping with all
kinds of terrain and more powerful braking systems .
Mountain bikes are a lot different
from their skinny-tyred cousins. And it's
not just the amount of rubber on the
road that places them apart. Fat-tyred
bikes have been designed to cope with a
wide range of riding conditions. Their
frames have a different geometry to
road bikes and their componentry is
designed to work under the most extreme conditions. With so many differences between the MTB and the conventional 10 or 12-speed it is important to
become acquainted with the 'fat-facts'
before you shell-out hard-earned dollars
on a new machine .

I

MOUNTAIN BIKE fram es are always
built to give a higher ground clearance
under the bottom bracket. As a result
the seat tube (the measurement of
frame size) will be shorter and you will
always need a frame size smaller than
you would normally need with a road
bike.
To correctly size your mountain bike
you should straddle the frame in your
normal riding shoes. You should have at
least 30 mm clearance between the top
tube and your crotch. As you will often
find yourself with feet on the ground for
stability you will generally need at least
3.5 cm more than the 2.5 to 5 cm clearance generally recommended for road
bikes . A distance of between 3 and 7
centimetres is advisable . If in doubt go
for a smaller frame size - this is the general trend nowadays for all classes of
bike.
Long seat pillars are commonly available to provide you with the optimum
saddle height so don't worry too much if
you think your frame is too small.
Frame top tube length is usually determined by the frame maker but can be
varied by substituting a different type of
stem or handlebars. Mountain bike competition riders tend to prefer a
'stretched-out' riding position whereas a
casual cyclist will opt for a more upright
posture necessitating a shorter stem or
bars. There is a large range of bar/stem
combinations available and even if it
takes some months for you to decide it is
an easy job to 'retro-fit' a shorter combination when you finally make up your
mind.

FRAMES
WHEN BUYING a new bike the frame
is the most important component to consider. Its easy to upgrade to say, better
quality pedals , but not as simple to swap
a frame. A good lightweight frame can

also dramati ca lly improve th e overall
feel and performance of the machine so
choose carefully with this major component.
All mount ai n bike frames use oversize tubing and are either lugless or use a
lugged construction. With modern
Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding techniques lugless frames can now be made
very strong. The larger tube diameter
adds to the rigidity of all frame types .
Chrome molybdenum steel is th e
favoured tubing type used on mo st
medium to top-quality machines.
Chrome moly as it is often called is an
alloy of steel and is much lighter and
stronger than equivalent thickness plain
steel tubing . Often only the main tubes
will be chrome moly with the chain and
seat stays high tensile steel. This adds
slightly to the weight.
Aluminum mountain bike frames are
now making their appearance in th e
USA and Europe and will probably be
available here in small numbers this season. This type of frame material uses an
even larger oversize diameter tubing for
greater strength. They are generally
much stiffer than steel or steel alloy
frames and the metal tends to absorb
more of the road shock. Aluminum
frames are not made in this country so
you can expect to pay the proverbial
'arm and a leg' if you want to be one of
the few people in the country to own
and ride one this year.
Frame geometry can vary greatly
from model to model. Ric , a Freewheel-

Mountain bike frame sizes always have to be
smaller than for street bikes. Shorter riders
have always had a problem in obtaining their
correct size so the good news this year is that a
few manufacturers will offer bikes like this '4 x
6' 43 cm (17") Shogun Prairie Breaker Pro.
This bike has a 24 inch front wheel to keep
the top tube parallel and give a good clearance between the pedals and the front wheel.
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ing fat-tyred reader, did a comparison
study of all the bikes tested so-far in this
magazine and the US publication Bicycling .

He found a remarkable variation in
all the important frame dimensions and
concluded that there is no 'average'
mountain bike . He found the variation
in bottom bracket heights was up to 38
mm while the chain stay variation was 42
mm and wheelbases 103 mm . Frame
angles varied between 5 degrees for the
head tube and 7 degrees on the seat
tube .
The mountain bike as a separate class
has only been around for eight years so
it is expected that some experimentation would take place as manufacturers
strive to find the best combination of
frame size and geometry. It is becoming
accepted by manufacturers and specialised frame builders that the seat tube
angle is not a critical factor in handling
ability. Seat tube angles similar to road
racing bikes are becoming more common.
Wheelbase length is one of the most
hotly debated design options in the US
fat-tyre scene at present. Competitive
riders are favouring shorter wheelbase
bikes as they give a more responsive ride
while the other extreme suits the recreational rider who demands greater stability. This season will see this new breed of
competition machine available in Australia . Some will offer frames with tight
rear frame triangles, steep head tubes
and shortened wheelbase.
Fork blades can be either chrome
moly, mangalloy (another steel alloy),
or steel in varying grades . The better
quality frames have cast fork tips . Fork
crown design has varied greatly in the
last few seasons and the lugless TIG
welded type is now the most popular
due to its reduced weight and smooth
clean appearance.
A good quality mountain bike should
come with all the brazed-on fittings you
will need. In this dry country at least
two waterbottles should be carried on
24 Freewheeling

longer trips . If you plan to fit racks for
touring check the rack mounts provided . Mounts can often be useless if the
type of rack you Huy later does not fit .
Avoid low rider front racks for off-road
conditions as your bags will snag on
every rock and shrub. If you use your
MTB for dirt and sealed road touring
the low rider rack may suit you fine.

COMPONENTRY
THE MOST popular chainwheel set
used is the alloy triple type with removable rings. Standard crank lengths
(170mm) are preferred as there is no
proven advantage from using longer
length cranks except in the case of very
Jong-legged riders .
Some the top-of-the-range bikes are
fitted with Shimano Biopace chainrings.
This type chainring is computer designed to allow for a smoother pedaling
action . They are very good for long distance rides and on long hill climbs. The
ring shape is neither oval or round and is
close to egg-shaped. The shape of tqe
smaller rings is slightly different to that
of the larger sizes.
Bikes in the lower price bracket often
use cheaper cotterless cranks with steel
rings. Replacement rings for alloy removable types are generally available
through the specialist dealer network
either off the shelf or on order.
The ~ost impqrtant development in
mountain bike componentry is the arrival (at last) of positive shifting gear systems. Both Shimano and SunTour have
their own versions of this idea and give
riders the ability to accurately select
gears simply and efficiently. The gear
levers have an indexed 'click' stop built
into them and this corresponds with
each position of the rear derailleur.
Front derailleurs still operate in the old
way with no set position on the lever to
indicate the cog selected.
Front derailleurs often have problems
with wide range triples and the most
efficient type is the 'top normal' operat-

Mountain bike equipment has come a long
way in a short time. Positil'e shifting or indexed gears offer fast and accurate shifting and
the controls are designed to be operated with
comfort and ease. This picture shows state-ofthe-art Shimano Deore XT componentry
featuring SIS indexed gear lenrs.

ing SunTour XC-11 which uses cable action rather than the return spring to drag
the chain onto the difficult inner chain
ring. The difficult shift between the middle and 'the small inner ring is often
caused by the chain ring size combinations rather than the action of the derailleur. Generally this is only a problem
after the chain is worn and has lost its
lateral stiffness. If you have problems
your dealer will usually be able to help
by fitting different ring size combinations.
. Chrome moly bullmoose bars , once
the ch9ice of a majority of bike makers,
are now out of favour. Riders today are
demanding more flexibility and greater
adjustment in handlebar positioning
and shape. Separate alloy/chrome moly
stems and alloy bars are preferred.
These can be tilted for comfort and
raised to the optimum level to give a
good riding position.
Narrower bars are also more common
as the ultra Jong bars of yesterday
created clearance problems both in city
traffic and bush trails. Rubber grips
have also gone through a process of development and the type most preferred
nowadays is the semi-soft sponge rubber
with a wide outer edge. Only individual
preference will determine what type of
grip will suit you best.
One deficiency still seen on a number
of models was the location of the front
brake cable stop on the handlebar or
stem assembly. This makes it impossible
to raise, lower or turn the handlebar
stem without altering the brake cable
setting. The stem doesn't need to be ad-

THE
PERFE CTF.I. T.
FRO/Ill SHOGU N!
Many manufacturers merely equip their bicycles with standard componentry, without
regard to the intricacies of human anatomy. Shogun goes beyond this standard with
Fully Integrated Trim (F.I.T.), a revolutionary development in the industry today.
F.I.T. is an anatomic system for bicycles designed to provide the greatest comfort
and the best riding posture for sport, cacing and touring. Shogun has integrated an
entire line of frames and sizes, with a full range of trim components to satisfy the
varying demands of the human body.
You only need to pick the type of frame and the size of frame that suits your riding style.
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justed often but it is good to be abl_e to
move it without the trauma of readjusting the cantilever straddle cable . Cantilever brakes take patience and persistence to adjust to their optimum settings. You only really want to do it
once 1.
Every rider has his or her unique reaction to bike saddles and often a
specialist dealer will gladly substit~te
different types within a given pnce
range. As your seating positio_n fo_r
mountain bike riding is more upnght 1t
is essential that you try before you buy.
Some saddles are decidedly more comfortable than others. The upright riding
position of a mountain bike often requires a wider and softer saddle both for
women and men.
On long trips a saddle pad such as the
Spenco type is recommended. Avocet
now have a range of saddles with Spenco
gel inserted into the padding and this
type of saddle would be good for general purpose riding.
Bikes in the mid to higher-price
categories have alloy seat pillars and
quick release seat post clamps. Due_to
the shorter frame size a mountam bike
will need a much longer seat pillar than
a road bike. Regardless of whether a
steel or alloy pillar is used make sure
that it is long enough to allow you to sit
squarely on the saddle with your heel on
the pedal at the bottom of its stroke.

WHEELS
THE TYPE of wheel used on a bike can
greatly effect its overall weight and performance. Chrome plated steel wheels
found on the lower-priced models are
the heaviest and perform poorly in wet
weather compared to alloy wheels. They
do have the advantage of being more
resistant to damage and can often be
easily be bashed back into shape. Wet
weather braking performance can be
improved by fitting brake pads with
leather inserts .
Mountain bikes are all fitted with 26
inch diameter rims. Rim width can vary
from between 18 and 32 mm though all
types and sizes of 26" tyre can be fitted
with ease. Tyre width varies from the
relatively skinny 1.4 racing type to the
big beefy 2.125 knobby. Narrower tyres
usually require greater tyre pressures
and give a harder ride.
Quick release hubs are now making
their appearance on the front wheels of
top-range MTBs in the USA but oversized bolt-up types are still the most
common. Stiffer wheels with three cross
spoke- pattern and high flange hubs are
preferred.

BRAKES

newer Shimano and Dia Compe Ubrakes fitted to the underside of the
frame (to the rear of the bottol!1 _bracket) give improved rear brake efficiency.
This type of rear brake is generally ?nly
available on top-of-the-range machmes
while the lowest priced models have
BMX type side-pull brakes with extra__
long calipers.
Caliper brakes are the least efficient
whereas the cantilever type is strong and
stiff due to its short arms and brazed-on
frame mounts. Some of the newer style
brake levers combine the click-stop gear
lever in the one assembly.
On low-priced models the Taiwanese
cantilever brakes which often grace
these machines are difficult to adjust
and lack the rigidity of the Japanese
brands.

THE CANTILEVER brake is the preferred braking system for most midpriced and top-range mountain bikes.
SunTour roller cam rear brakes and the

THERE ARE three broad categories
which generally represent a different

HOW MUCH DO THEY COST?

level of quality and class of componentry used. They are as follows: up to $500
- usually steel components are used
throughout and though the finish is generally good the overall weight of_these
bikes is far greater than those m the
other two categories; $500 to $700- this
category offers good quali_ty (mo_stly
alloy) equipment and a lightweight
frame · over $700 - Bikes in this high
qualit; range offer the finest lightweight
frames and state-of the art componentry
(positive shifting gears). According to
the bicycle industry this price range has
so far sold surprisingly well and the competition is hot between the major companies.
The only reliable place to buy a mountain bike is from a specialist bicycle
dealer. These machines are designed to
take lots of rough treatment and will
give you years of fun and ~njoy~ent
provided that you keep the bike ser~1ced
and properly maintained . ~rofess1onal
bicycle dealers usually provide an aftersales tune-up for your new machine and
are set up to provide good long-term
mechanical care. A well looked-after
and a well maintained bicycle will give
you a better ride and less headaches in
the long term. If you prefer to do your
own basic maintenance your dealer can
also be an important source of advice
and knowledge on mountain bike equipment and its operation.

LOOKING FOR A
MOUNTAIN BIKE
A butJers 911ide
HE MOUNTAIN bike season in
Oz rightly begins at the end of
summer. The hills are obviously
too hot for rock hopping and as the
weather cools off the fat-tyre fanatics
take to the forests and fire trails that
surround our major cities and towns.
This year with big developments in
mountain bike componentry some of
the big distributors have been caught
out.
Some will not have their new season
stock until September and later which is
alright if you want a neat Chrissy present but not so good if you want to hit
the trail during the best months.
To give you some idea on what's in
store this year we asked a few importers
to show us their wares. The Aussie bike
maker Ricardo now a part of the Repco
Cycle group are particularly p~oud ~f .
their '87 range . Top of the !me ts theu
new Ridge Rider a 15- speed with a Au~tralian made chrome moly frame . This
machine has Dia Compe cantilevers and
strong Weinmann concave alloy rims. It
sells for around $646 and will be avail-
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Distributed exclusively by

Bicycles Incorporated Pty. Ltd.
I

MODEL 710
12 Speed
A great ' Performance'
model. The triple-butted
Cr-Mo frame is close
enough for the serious
Road Racer and
comfortable enough for
long Triathlon rides .

*
*

Clear coated Steel
Blue with Gold trim
Sizes: 54, 57, 60
and 63cm

Featuring ...
Shimano NEW600EX
SIS Gruppo
Selle Italia
MONDIALATA Saddle
Miyata High-Tech
1" HP Tyres
Black Anodised
1" Rims

*
*
*
*

able in a 43 cm frame as well as 53 and
58 cm. That's 17'', 21" and 23" for you
old timers. Ricardo have approached
the mountain bike market cautiously
and for years their Bush Bike was their
only offering. At $423 it's still good
value and boasts an Aussie frame
Shimano Superpace chainrings (a
cheaper version of Biopace) and from
June onwards alloy cantilever brakes.
The Ricardo Easi Street is a ten-speed
with a high tensile 1021 lugged frame
made at the company's modern
Adelaide plant. It has Shimano gears
and an alloy chainwheel set and is available in either womens or mens style
frames. It retails for about $334. The
Beach Bike is a six-speed cruiser also
sporting an Aussie frame and selling for
$327.
Shogun bicycles are back in a big way
this year with two high quality models.
Top of the range is the Prairie Breaker
Team Issue with its jazzy paint style and
its big, big range of frame sizes including
the smaller 43 cm bike with its 24" front
wheel. The bike is fully Shimano Deore
XT equipped and has Biopace chainrings. It will sell for around $1170. Under
it is the $905 Prairie Breaker Pro with
similar equipment but a less expensive
frame .
Repco this year will be expanding its
range of Mountain bikes with the addition of the top-of-the-range High Sierra

model. This bike will have indexed gears
of course and the very best equipment.
The current model Sierra will be upgraded and in addition to the Skyline
lower down the range a new model, the
Tracer will be introduced. Repco will
also be specially importing a limited
quantity of the famous USA Fisher Pro
Caliber mountain bikes. This company
is one of the most respected in the United States and its racing team are regular winners on the US race circuit.
Malvern Star are also planning
changes to their range this year. The
strong selling Bushranger has been upgraded and now has a triple butted
frame, Shimano Deore XT componentry with SIS indexed gears and Biopace
chainrings all for $850. In addition they
have three other models: the Trail Rider
selling for $550 and equipped with
Shimano Z series gears and alloy
wheels; the Prairie Breaker with its two
tone paint work ten-speed Shimano
gears and alloy chainwheel set; and the
Tarago which has alloy cantilever brakes
ten-speed gears and sells for $330.
Sydney's largest retailer Clarence
Street Cyclery has upgraded its range of
Clamont mountain bikes. The top-line
Coronet is fully Shimano Deore XT
equipped and has a beautiful chrome
moly triple butted frame. It sells for
$1095. Next in line is the Ridge Runner
for $795 featuring 12-speed gearin&

'alloy everything' and a chrome moly
triple-butted frame . The Clamont MTB
is a newcomer to the range and features
an Aussie built chrome moly frame, Q/R
alloy wheels and Dia Compe cantilevers
all for $695. As well the Clamont Bush
Bike ($479) gives good value for its Aussie frame and quality Japanese parts.
The Beach Cruiser completes the range
and at $399 gives the ease of 5-speed
gears in a easy to ride fun machine.
At the time of going to press a
number of manufacturers were still
finalising their 1987 ranges and couldn't
supply us with details . Miyata will be
bringing in small quantities of its mountain bike range this year stay tuned for
details. Centurion tell us that their new
bikes will be a knockout and their MT
1800 is presently selling like hot cakes.
Apollo , who have had one of the best
ranges for the last few years will be improving on its already popular mountain
range: the Everest, Himalaya and Kosciuskio models.
Southern Cross is eagerly awaiting the
arrival of its Decathlon 15 a chrome
moly framed 15-speed with 410X aero
type front forks, Shimano SIS gears and
a sporty paint job. We can't wait to see it
either and will be test riding it soon for
review in a future issue. The Southern
Cross Crocodile is their hot-selling 10speed. It has alloy cantilevers a stunning
paint-job and sells for $599.

ALL WHIT E NOW !
THE
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• Now available in white with blue trim
and red protective stickers (also gold
with green trim & stickers)
• Now in 4 sizes:
XS - to frt 49cm x 53cm
S - to fit 52cm x 56cm
M - to frt 55cm x 59cm
L - to fit 58cm x 62cm
PLUS COMFORT PADDING
• UGHlWEIGHT & COOL
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COOL, SAFE CYCLING
AVAILABLE THROUGH ALL LEADING CYCLE STORES & SPORTS STORES
Another quality product made In Australll by Albion Hat I Clp Co Pty Ltd Tel: (02) 898 8344 Fax: (02) 3191872 Telex: AA170714

HAND-CRAFTED CUSTOM-BUILT MOUNTAIN BIKES PLUS THE MOST IMPRESSIVE
RANGE THIS SIDE OF THE GREAT DIVIDE. ALL FROM:

••LS

82 OXFORD STREET PADDINGTON NSW 'l!1 (02) 331 2671
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TALKING
DIRTY
Fat·t1Jre feature

Getting the most from
your mountain bike.
by WARREN SALOMON
Riding on sealed roads on any type of
bike is a fairly straight forward affair but
to get the most out of your mountain

THE NAME OF QUALITY, FOR THE PEOPLE WHO WANT THE BEST

DURABILITY, PRECISION, LIGHTWEIGHT. ALL THAT YOU NEED
FOR YOUR BICYCLE. IT'S HERE . .. IT'S HATTA
Available from all leading

REPCO CYCLE DEALERS -

HEAD OFFICE -

JO Freewheeling
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bike you have to once in a while venture
out into the bush onto gravel trails. Riding on the dirt requires a different technique. To find the best riding surface the
full width of the road must be continually scanned.
Rain and the action of heavy vehicle
tyres tends to push the loose gravel towards the lower side of the road creating
miniature drainage channels across and
along the road surface . To find the best
riding surface you need to ' read ' these
physical features. You should always be
looking up the road so that you can take
evasive action if an obstacle such as a
pot hole or drainage ditch obstructs
your path.
To maintain control in loose gravel
you have to be able to apply power to
the pedals at the right moment. It's a bit
like steering a canoe in white water : you
have to be going faster than the speed of
the water to steer and to do that you
have to be paddling. So it may seem inco ngruous but even if you are hurtling
downhill yo u still shou ld be able to
app ly power to the pedals in an instant
should you need to quickly change
course. To do this you should always be
in a gear comparable with your speed of
travel.
Dirt road braking should be smooth
and subtle. The normal action of braking tends to shift weight forward. Apply
too much pressure on the front brake
lever and you might be suddenly become airborne heading off over the
handlebars and down the slope to an
inelegant touchdown. Too much back
brake will lock up the rear wheel sending the bike into a spin out and you
down with it.
The most important rule of braking
(on any kind of surface) is to brake before and after a curve when the bike is
travelling in a straight direction. If you
brake on a curve you risk having one or
both of the previously mentioned incidents happen to you. Not nice ...
Where to put your body weight for
different terrain conditions is one of the
most important trail riding techniques to
be learned. It is always best to keep your
centre of gravity as low as possible or
properly located front or rear of the
bikes centre line. Only on long uphills or
on level ground do you need to spend
time on the saddle. On quick downhills
or over rough uneven surfaces it is always best to stand in the pedals, with the
cranks horizontal , and move your lower
body around as the conditions demand.
Riding with your bum glued to the saddle is begging for a buckled rear wheel
at best.
On steep downhills or along bumpy
tracks you should lower your seat so that
you can easily clear it and comfortably
place both feet on the ground for stability. For steep drop-offs the best riding
position is with your body back over the

rear wheel. On sharp off-camber corners you may have to put your leg down
for extra stability.
The choice of tyres for the dirt depends on the type of conditions you expect to encounter. Heavy studded knobbys are best for rough gravel tracks and
trails but if you expect a bit of ordinary
gravel, or bitumen for that matter, you
should consider a narrower (1.75 instead
of 2.125) all-purpose tyre. Both will give
the comfort that you expect from fat
tyres but the narrower tyre will roll
easier with less of your pedalling energy
expended.
Tyre pressure has its part to play too.
On bitumen roads tyres will need to be
pumped up hard to reduce the surface

contact area with its resultant drag. On
the dirt you will need to lower your pressures to give the tyres more surface contact and increase your control. It often
takes a bit of experimentation to
achieve the optimum pressures so you
may have to add air to your deflated
tyres if you can feel the rims bottoming
out on protruding rocks.
AUSTRALIA IS a big place and with a
set of fat wheels beneath you there arefew places you will not be able to visit.
State Forests are the best place to plan
your day trips and longer journeys. All
of the larger cities on the east coast have
good ·state Forest areas within- easy
reach and maps of these areas can be
readily obtained from their offices.
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-THE STRONG
SILENT
Q-~ -

TYPE

Off the mountainside and onto the asphalt.
Other off-road tyres have isolated lugs positioned in the centre of the tread at any
speed you can feel the tyres rumble. The
Richley Quad 1.9 doesn't rumble because
the lugs are offset - not in the centre. The
crown of the Quad is an endlessly quiet
plateau. The lug pattern offers better grip
in loose dirt but for the first time trips to
and from the wilderness are quiet and
smooth.
Avocet Richley Qpad l.9's are available
through specialist bicycle dealers across
the country.
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TRIALS AND
TRIBULATIONS
Fat tyre feature

The Observed Trials is the latest addition to the world of
fat-tyre competition.
by WARREN SALOMON
oth competitive riders and spectators love it. And it's not hard to
understand why. It has been called the 'Zen' of off- road riding and it is
rapidly becoming the most popular part
of mountain bike competition riding in
Oz and overseas.
The observed trials is usually run over
a closed course which makes the event
very popular with spectators and competitors. The event offers great potential
for exciting displays of skill (and foolishness) and, because it requires expertise
rather than stamina, is attracting a lot of
new riders into the sport.
At first sight the event looks like a
fancy obstacle course but there is more
to it than that. A comprehensive set of
rules governs the event and the object of
the course is to complete it with the lowest score. Points are gained for 'dabbing'
(touching the ground or other supportive object) or for 'failure' which can
happen in a number of ways like going
outside the marked course or dismounting.
The introduction of Observed Trials
has been rapid and nowadays every
major mountain bike event includes a

B
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Trials section as well as the traditional
road race . As the event places special
demands on the bike and rider,
specialised equipment and a new class of
mountain bike are now appearing to
meet the need.
An observed trials course might consist of ten individual sections in varying
degrees of trickiness. Courses usually
require competitors-to traverse each
section twq or three times.
Each section in a typical course is
somewhere between 1.5 and 22.5 metres
long and from 30 cm to infinity wide. It's
all up to the imagination of the promoter with the practical limitation that the
section must be observable by a judge.
The official observer punches or marks
each riders scorecard for each section as
they progress through the course.
Riders compete in four categories:
novice; intermediate; advanced and expert. A novice section course contains
such things as: turn on level ground;
logs under 20 cm; hills with questionable
traction. Novice sections aren't very
exciting but serve as an orientation to
the flag system and a confidence builder.
A couple of novice level sections are_

Observed trials is a test of skill not stamina.
In these three views we see only three aspects
of this growing sport. Above: Riding tlle log is
not as easy as it looks. Trials riders have to
encounter many such obstacles. Photo
Charles Kelly. Below: Bash plates to protect
the chainwheel set and straight front forks are
two big differences between a straight mountain bike and a specialised Trials machine .
Photo Charles Kelly. Bunny hopping logs is a
favourite with Trials riders. The more skilled
the rider the bigger the log which can be hopped.

usually included at the beginning of an
intermediate level course since everybody enjoys getting a zero (clean) now
and then .
Intermediate courses have : tight turns
(very tight but possible without special
tricks); logs and rocks over 20 cm ; hills
with questionable traction ; and mud .
The important feature of an intermediate course is that good bike handling skills alone can clean a section. No
special skills are required on intermediate sections. A one metre diameter
log could be included using smaller logs
on either side so that it could be ridden
over if one had the nerve.
Expert and advanced sections show
no mercy. Sections have: turns that are

tighter than the best turning radius ; logs
larger than 75 cm in diameter or rocks
with vertical faces ; 50 to 75 cm dropoffs ; plus combinations of the above .
The key feature of advanced sections is
that special skills - practised skills - are
required . Good bike handling will not
enable a rider to clean an advanced section . For example no trial or race rider
would master the 'double logs' (20 cm
logs exactly a wheelbase apart) without
practise .
To make separate courses for novice
and expert classes within the same section the novice start and or finish may be
located at different places within an
expert section or include branches off
the main course.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
THE NUMBER of observed sections
and the number of laps as well as the
course closing time must be announced
before the start of the event.
THE COURSE must neither contain
impossible turns, ascents or descents
nor be too hazardous.
NO SECTION shall be included in
the Trial which has not been test ridden
by the Event Director or his/her designee to determine that deterioration or
weather changes will not render the section too dangerous or impossible to be
ridden .
NO OBSERVED section may be deleted until each competitor has had a try
at the section or no scores will be recorded for that section. No section may
be closed , altered or deleted without the
express consent of the Event Director.
THE SECTION boundary markers
(typically surveyors vinyl tape) designating the right boundary of the section
shall be red , the left boundary markers
shall be blue. Marker flag supports shall
not present an increased hazard to the
rider in the event of a fall . Exposed ends
of flag supports should be padded.
Observed trials can be held almost
anywhere provided that the materials
can be found or imported to construct
the course. It is gentle on the landscape
and with a little creativity a good course
can even be put together in a parking lot
adjacent to a bicycle shop .
It is easy and inexpensive to stage this
type of event. All you need are some
little flags to put on wire ' posts' ( or
wooden stakes); surveyors tape (enough
to do a ten section course can cost under
$20 .00 and can be reused) ; 30 or 40
paper pie plates to mark the section
gates ; score cards that you can make
with pens and photocopier; ten volunteer judges (who get free entertainment
from the riders); and ten paper punches
or markers for the judges which you can
usually borrow.

ook once. Look twice.
It's the Windjammer the latest bicycle helmet from
Bell. It's what you'd expect
from the acknowledged leader in bicycle helmet technology ... and more.

FEATURES
• Lightweight, high-impact ea-polymer
shell with aerodynamic shape and
integral cooling slots
• High -visibility white shell with red, reflective bond
• Expanded polystyrene inner liner for
optimum impact absorption
• Factory-installed, adhesive-backed
foam fit pad system with extra sizing
dots far custom fitting
• Adjustable, nylon " Y-harness " retention system with quick-release buckle
• Engineered to meet or exceed ANSI
Z-90.4 bicycle helmet performance
standards

COURSE AND RULES

This versatile performer is at home in every riding
medium, from racing, to touring-even commuting.
Perfect for the entry-level cyclist, Windjammer offers
an advanced hard shell exterior, head-hugging fit,
and contemporary design-all at a price that won't
break the bank. For all-around value, the choice is
Windjammer.
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THE COURSE can include as many
natural or constructed obstacles or challenges to bike handling ability as the
event organisers can easily devise . Some
of the more popular courses include
riding the length of a narrow pole, short
sudden downhills ( drop-offs), mud, seesawing planks , log hops , stairs, loose
sand and more mud.
The rules are straight forward and are
designed to ensure a safe event. With
any new sport it is difficult to know
where to begin so we have taken the
liberty of printing an edited version of
the Official Rules for Observed Trials
from the National Off-Road Bicycle
Association of the USA. Go for it!

SCORING SHALL start when the
front axle passes the start markers, and
shall end when the front axle passes the
end markers (front axle in; front axle
out)
A RIDER may elect not to ride a section , which will be scored as a failure .
A RIDER shall be penalised only for
that error he/she commits which carries
the greatest number of points. That is ,
penalties in any given observed section
shall not be cumulative except for the
'first three dabs.
IN THE event of tie scores the competitor with the most cleans or zero (0)
points lost will be declared the winner. If
there is still a tie, go to the most ' 1"s ,
and so on. If scores are identical there
will be a ride-off.

COMPETITION RULES
ATTHE Directors discretion riders may
begin the event at any section.
SECTIONS ARE to be separately
numbered and riders are instructed to
ride them in that designated order only.
AT THE Directors discretion sections
may be ridden once per lap for multiple
events or multiple times per lap for single lap events.
SECTIONS MAY be inspected on
foot prior to riding. Altering the course
while walking the section, such as moving rocks , making a path with feet ,
hands , etc, will result in disqualification.
COMPETITORS WILL ride only
their designated class sections and practice in any of the sections before or during the event is strictly prohibited and
will result in disqualification .
IF A rider is severely distracted, or
his/her line blocked by spectators or
other riders he/she may claim a 'balk'.
The rider may then elect to re-ride the
section.
HARD SHELL helmets must be
worn by riders in all classes.

DEFINITIONS
CLEAN SECTION - no error to incur
points loss.
CONTINUOUS PROGRESS - purposeful travel within the course without
regard to direction of travel.
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CLASSES
FIRST TIME riders may enter the
Novice or Intermediate class according
to their choice. The Novice class is intended for beginning riders and/or those
without a special trials prepared bicycle.
Examples of a special trials prepared
bicycle are: having a single chainring
with fewer than 40 teeth; or a wheelbase
under 104 cm ; or a bottom bracket
centre line over 34 cm; or a skid plate.

'

SCORING WILL be based on the
points lost (marks) system as listed as
follows:
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SCORING

COURSE - the area between but not
including the boundary markers . When
the boundaries are not marked riders
may ride where they choose unless instructed to the contrary.
DAB - any contact which provides
support between the riders foot ( or any
other part of the body) and a supporting
surface or object , while maintaining a
continuous progress towards the section
end .
FAILURE - 1. Out of bounds (see #
5 ' gate foul') ; 2. Stop - a complete unquestionable loss of continuous progress
toward the section end by the rider/bicycle unit. However, unassisted balancing
(track stand) is permitted ; 3. Dismounting - both feet on the same side of the
bicycle; 4. Walking - both feet on the
ground simultaneously or pushing with
alternating feet. Multiple dabs e_xclusively with the other foot does not constitute a failure; 5. Gate foul - failure to
negotiate a gate in sequence or passing
to the right of a blue or left of a red
boundary marker.
FOOTING - more than two dabs or
dragging a foot.
GATE - the plane between pairs of
red and blue boundary markers through
which the rider must pass. The start and
finish gates are marked with signs (pie
plates usually) denoting 'START ' or
' FINISH ' and the section number in
each case.

ERROR/POINT - LOSS {MARK)
None (clean section) - 0
1 dab-1
2 dabs-2
3 or more dabs (footing) - 3
Failure-5

SECTIONS MUST be clearly
marked. Minimum marker flag spacing
of 3 metres is recommended . Sections
under 60 cm wide shall utilize continuous marking. Typical minimum section
width is 1 metre.
TWO SECTIONS may be continuous . In this case riders may not stop
after the first section without incurring a
failure in the second section. However,
a failure in the first section does not
influence the score in the second section .
SECTIONS MAY be separated by a
short distance called a 'neutral zone' in
which the riders may stop only briefly,
but not leave their bicycles to inspect
the next section. Such sections are
termed semi-continuous sections. Continuous and semi-continuous sections
shall be clearly marked as such.
THE TRAILS or roads used for the
lap shall be clearly marked so the least
intelligent competitor can find the sections.
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WHERE THE
ACTION IS
Fat-tyre feature
A round-up of recent fat-tyre events and how you can get
involved.
HE 1987 Observed Trials was held
this year at Swansea south of the
large NSW town of Newcastle and
was run in conjunction with the NSW
Mountain Bike Race Championships.
Four courses were set in natural bushland and comprised of logs, rocks , trees,
water-courses , drop-offs and some very
tight turns . The loose, stony ground in
the area added to the difficulty. Seventeen competitors entered including six
Victorians, one Canadian and one very
game woman - Robyn Van Nooten .

T

After the first run five riders were
eliminated for maximum penalties on
each course - a rule introduced on the
day due to the time factor. Many spectacular spills were witnessed as the riders tried to negotiate the more difficult
down-hill sections. Brent Martin the
Canadian Mountain Bike Champion
provided the most entertainment with
36 Freewheeling

his fearless aggressive style air borne on
many occasions.
The Victorians dominated the event
with very skilful displays of bike control
and Glen Roche, the current National
Champion proved his superiority to retain the title. Ben Moore, came second
from Peter Alexander (all Victorians)
with Martin Clayton sharing 4th place
with Paul Byrne from Newcastle.

fflETOPTEN
Glen Roche 11
Ben Moore 20
Peter Alexander 22
Martin Clayton 23
Paul Byrne 23
Tim Burns 26
Aladdin Jones 26
Tom Cordingley 29
Glen Taylor 32
Brent Martin 33
Russell Hawkins 36

Determined looks on the faces of the competitors in this year's NSW Mountain Bike
Championships held recently near Newcastle.
The eventual winner Werner Wohlrab bare
chested in the centre of the picture. Photo :
Ken Wells.

1987 NSW

MOUNTAIN BIKE
RACE
N,1ce report

by KEN WELLS
HIS RACE was staged at
Swansea, the most southern suburb of Newcastle , in conjunction
with the National Trials.
The course was a fast , demanding 5
km circuit containing every possible
riding condition including 2 km of lakeside bush track , a 1 km climb , ripping
descents, an incline which had to be
walked and 1 km of undulating ridge
country. The circuit start/finish line was
situated in a disused quarry which provided a wide 250 metre sprint to the line.
This course was completed 6 times by
open competitors and 3 times by the
novices and juniors.
A perfect autumn day provided the 54
competitors with ideal conditions . The
race got underway at 10.40 am and
Werner Wholrab wasted no time in tak-

T

WERNER WOHLRAB'S WINNER MACHINE
Having won his seventh major race in succession Werner Wohlrab is the one to beat in
future mountain bike races. He has rode to
success in most of the recent races on a specially built machine constructed by John
Kitchen of St Ives Bicycle Centre in Sydney. It
has a short wheel base and steep angles and

ing the lead. He slowly pulled away from
the field and incre ased his lead over
nearest contender, the current Canadian
champ Brent Martin , to two minutes by
the end of the race .
Third place went to Victorian J
Stobie. First woman over the line was
Karen Wells after favourite Robyn Van
Nooten had a bad crash and was taken
to Belmont hospital with mild concusf>ion and severe abrasions to her face .
Robyn wants to know - when is the next
race?
First veteran was Ken Wells. The
novice division was won by Michael
Croese from Dave Hodge and Eddy Pretke . Davin Carr headed the juniors with
a very impressive time from Clayton
Bush and S Kelly.
The major sponsors St Ives Bicycle
Centre donated a custom frame , Bell
helmet and two sets of tyres as encouragement prizes - one to Robyn Van
Nooten and the other to the youngest
rider Craig Leman.
The other race sponsors were: Hadley
World of Wheels; Gateshead Cycles;
Cranks Bike Shop and Europa Cycles.
Special mention should be made of
the actions of some competitors - Steve
Lowe, who on lap times would have finished well in the first 10, stopped for 30
minutes to assist Robyn and still managed 17th place - other top seeded riders were forced out through punctures
including Dave Howells who finished
third in the Nationals and Victorian
Championships and last but by no
means least Werner Wal Wholrab who
recorded his 7th straight win.

according to Wal its handling is second to
none. Its most important feature according to
its owner is its up hill speed. The combination
of overall lightness and Shimano Biopace
chainwheels make it very energy efficient.
Hand crafted quality does not come cheap. A
limited number of these bikes will be available shortly for approximately $1500 each.
Save your pennies kids!

Rob Hadley of Hadley's World of
Wheels in Newcastle has offered $100
open order to the first rider who can
beat Werner (a safe bet we think)!

MAJOR PLACEGETIERS
Open division 30 km
1. WWohlrab 1:24.26
2. B Martin 1:26.16
3. J Stobie 1:30.17
4. G Croese 1:30.24
5. MJamison 1:34.06
6. P Laughlan 1:34.59
7. B Moore 1:35.02
8. B Maund 1:39.35
9. P Alexander 1.40.19
10. G Dunnall 1:43.01
Veterans division 30 km
1. KWells 1:46.38
Womens division 30 km
1. KWells 2:29.34
Novice Division 15 km

1. M Croese 0:49.36
2. D Hodge 0:54.14
3. E Pretki 0:56.00
Junior division 15 km

1. D Carr 0:45.57
2. C Bush 0:51.34
3. S Kelly 0:52.23

Specifications
Price: Approximately $1500
Size: 52 cm
Weight: 12.47 kg
Frame: Reynolds 531 and 501 tubing
Top tube length: 55 cm
Head tube angle: 69.8 degrees
Seat tube angle: 73 degrees
Bottom bracket height: 305 mm
Fork offset: 50 mm
Wheelbase: 1060 mm
Chainstay: 435 mm
Rims: Mavic M4 alloy
Huhs: Sun Tour XC alloy with sealed bearings
lyres: Specialized Ground Control 1:95"
Brakes: Shimano Deore XT
Levers: Shimano Deore XT
Pedals: SunTour XC
Crankset: Shimano 600 EX with Biopace mill-cut
rings ( 28- 38-481)
Chain: Sedisport
Freewheel: Shimano 600 14-15-17-20-24-281
Derailleurs: SunTour XC
Levers: SunTour XC thumb shifters
Head set: Tange taper roller bearing
Handlebars: Reynolds 531
Stem: SunTour XC
Saddle: Medium sprung
Seat pillar: SunTour XC
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WHERE'S THE

ACTION?
Fat tyre feature
A round-up of the mountain bike scene
across the country
compil ed by WARREN SALOMON

CLUB CONTACTS

The Repco Sierra ATB 1s superbly
constructed from 4130 Chromoly
steel. The 70 ° head and seat tube
angle 1s designed to give you optimum
handling for both on or off road
cycling .
There are braze-ons tor every need ,
1nclud1ng carriers, b1ddon and
mudquards

FTER FOUR seasons the mountain bike has become well established on the cycling scene. Despite rising sales the bike and its adhe-

A

Inspect t he SIERRA now at your
local bicycle dealer

ALL-TERRAIN
BICYCLE
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rents still occupy a very low key position
in the minds of the general public.
Though community awareness of bicycles
and bicycling is widespread the mountain
bike has made little impact on the ordinary Aussie. Even in the cycling world is
still regarded as a novelty.
Bicycle sales however, do not reflect
this ignorance . More mountain bikes are
being sold each year and some distributors are already predicting that by
the end of the current year the mountain
bike will become their top selling bicycle
category.
HE MOUNTAIN bike is with out a
doubt the ideal bicycle for Australian conditions. For this reason the
majority of fat-tyred machines in use at
present are primarily used as sturdy multipurpose bikes.
Ga ry is a computer systems analyst
who works in downtown Sydney. 'I ride
mine to work , he admits but adds, 'My
lightweight sports bike is faster and easier
to push but my body doesn't like the
bumps and jarring I get through the rockhard skinny tyres. ' Gary used to use his 6
km run in from the eastern suburbs as
training for his current love - triathlons
but found that the stop-start heavy traffic
conditions he encountered along his route
was having a degrading effect on him and
his machine. "The first thing I tired of was
using cleated shoes in traffic. I was always
having to slow to a stop ... it was such a
hassle.
"It was after I badly damaged my rear
wheel that I started to think about what I
was doing. By that stage I had teamed up
with some friends after work and we used
to do about 20 km over mostly good
roads . With my bike out of action during
the repair I began to consider a second
bike. After all what was I doing commuting on my competition machine anyway?
"So I went hunting for a good secondhand lightweight. After looking in a few
shops and checking out the frustrating
classifieds newspapers I ran across an old
friend who was trying to sell his bike before going overseas. It was more expensive than I had bargained for but thought
I would check it out all the same.
"To my surprise it was a lightweight
bike but not a racing machine at all. He
said it was a new mountain bike and he
was sorry to run off on it as he had had so
much fun with it. I took it for a spin and
was hooked.
"Now its my basic set of wheels . It
hasn't replaced my lightweight road bike
but it fills in all the gaps in between that
and my car. Last winter I had lights fitted
to it so I could ride home from work and
now its there at any hour when I want to
ride it . In the morning it rolls me to the
beach and I use it for hill climbing training
on the precipices around Coogee."
The average mountain bike rider may
not have the same interests as Gary but
the common ground in all mountain bike

T

nicaf problems, support for their competition riders and a social network of fat-tyre
fanciers . Many of the established touring
clubs now organise special rides to cater
to their growing fat-tyre contingent.
The specialist mountain bike club usually has an interest in trials and off-road
raci ng as well as fa t-tyre to uring . These
cl ubs provi de the new rider with good
opportunities to pick up skills in a supportive atmosphere. They also sponsor their
own racing teams and arrange events as
part of a growing national racing calendar.
The adve nt of the Observed Trials (see
separa te sto ry) has brought many new
ride rs into the cl ubs a nd a lot of these
people have bac kgrounds in BMX and
motorised trail bike and enduro riding.

usage seems to be comfort and convenience . They may not be fast on the tarmac
but they will do just abo ut everything
else .
They love dirt roads but t hey are
mostl y used on the bitumen . Moun tain
bikes make ideal workhorses yet they are
pure joy to ride . Oh yes , they are also
good off-road too .
HOU GH THE R E are tho usands
of mountain bike riders across Aust ra li a ve ry few of t he m a re organised or cont acta bl e . Clu bs o n the
other hand can provide a focus for activity. These specialist groups have been set
up by enthusiasts and offer to members
and guests organised rides , help with tech-
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for smoother, faster, biking
Benefits:
- a little goes a long way
- dry lubrication; no mess
- won't attract dust or dirt
- protects and prevents rust prone conditions
- needle applicator for hard to get at places
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Brand New Bike Aid
10 point lubrlcaflon plan

1 Front & rear q uick re lease nut s
2 Dera1Ueur cable s

Avocet Cit y tyres with the smooth tread
give you more rubber on the road for round
town use. On busy city streets and in the
suburbs you need the maximum traction
that only the smooth tread of the City 1.9
can deliver. Avocet City l.9's were
developed as a hi gh pressure (80 psi) street
tyre to give improved cornering and road
grip performancl' even on wet roads.
Avocet City tyres are available from a
specialist dealer in your town. Try them
today.

J Front bro ke pivot points
4. Brake lever pivot point s
5. Ratc het shifter controls
6. Brake cables
7. Rear Derailleur pivot points
8. Fro nt [):3roilleur pivot points
9. Drive c hain
10 Rear b rake p ivot points

Nat10na! Drstnbvtors of Duality Cycling & Trath/on
.. ..

.. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

E_,..;i) / {

P.O . Box 620 Mona Vale NSW 2103
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Engineering for Cyc li sts
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''Adramatic
leap in total
bike control.
The next
generation
of the high
performance
off-road tire:'
,. .

ST IVES
BICYCLE CENTRE
237 Mona Vale Road, St Ives

Ph: 449 8289
Proud to be sponsor of Werner
(Wally) Wahlrab, Australia's best
MTB rider
• 1985-86 Australian Champ
• 1986 Victorian Champ
• 1987 NSW Champ

. : .

"Wally" Wohlrab rides and recommends

John KITCHEN Mountain Bikes

* Werner Wohlrab Replica

MTB available for order NOW
Price $1520.00
(Now you 've got no excuse to come second)

We stock MT Racing, Centurion, Repco,
Haro and Diamond Back bikes.
Special of the month IRC Racer X-1
tyres (the original knobby) only $25 each.
QUALITY ROAD RACING , TOURING AND MOUNTAIN BIKES -TOTALLY HAD MADE
"-c,'-~.F~<"
EXCLUSIVE TO:
~ -;,;:;~

~~

SPE[/Al/ZEO.
Our Tradmon ts Technology
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ST IVES BICYCLE CENTRE
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237 Mona Vale Rd. , St Ives NSW 2075 (02) 449 8289
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A BICYCLE IS ONLY AS GOOD AS IT IS ASSEMBLED
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VICTORIA Australia's oldest mountain bike group is the Fat- Tyre Flyers club
which operates out of Melbourne . Its
current vice-president is the reigning Australian Trials champion Glen Roche so
you will be in expert company if you want
!o develop your skills. The club organises
its own calendar of events covering the
complete spectrum of fat-tyre riding from
touring to racing.
Their big annual event is the Fat-Tyre
Classic which is usually held in S_pring and
includes a trials course plus a race . You
can contact the club at PO Box 137
Carlton Nth VIC 3054 or by phoning (03)
5600969AH.
The Essendon Mountain Bicycle Touring Club aims to cater to the non-competitive side of the sport. They offer members
rides off- road around Melbourne as well
as the mountains country further afield .
You can contact them by phoning Vince
Atkin on (03) 337 1379 or Bill McHardy
on (03) 375 1861. Both are home numbers.
NEW SOUTH WALES The most active mountain bike club in the state at
present is the Hunter Valley Mountain
Bike Club based in Newcastle. The club
has a strong membership which includes
the current NSW and National MTB
Race champion Werner Wohlrab . "Wal"
as he is known is always willing to assist
newer club members improve their skills.
The club recently hosted the NSW MTB
Race Titles and the National Trials Championship and a coverage of this event appears elsewhere in this issue. The club's
big annual event is the Winter Classic to
be held at Paterson on August 23. You can
contact the club by phoning Bob Jones
(049)38 5380 or Ken Wells (049) 43 1271
or Bruce Richards (049)32 7820.
The North Shore Knobbys is a club
catering for off-road racing , trials and
touring enthusiasts on Sydney's north

Day tours into wilderness regions are a feature of some club's activities. This group of
riders from the Hunter Valley mountain bike
club are pictured in rainforest during a recent
outing over the Barrington Tops. Photography: Ken Wells.

side. They have among their members the
Kitchen brothers John and David who
also run St Ives Bicycle Centre one of the
city's leading MTB specialist shops. John
Kitchen is the club contact and you can
reach him on (02) 449 8289 or (02) 451
6350.
Members of the Bicycle Institute of
NSW has a section within its organisation
called the Back Roads which organises
rides and activities for its fat-tyre enthusiasts . The group has occasional rides
and can provide useful information on
suitable trails to ride. The group's contact
is Russell Moore and you can contact him
on (02) 6081125.
QUEENSLAND Two new groups are
in the process of being formed in the sunshine state. The Brisbane Bicycle Touring
Association is fostering mountain bike
riding and you can contact David Russell
on_(07)38 5~6_6_if you are interested in
·joining. As well a specialist club is being
formed for mountain bike enthusiasts and

you should contact Mike or Kelli on
(07)36~ 1244 for details.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA A special interest group attached to the rapidly expanding South Australian Touring Cyclist's Association is being formed in
Adelaide . The group will offer its riders
day rides , longer tours and competitive
events. Interested bikers should contact
Peter Heal on (08)263) 3605 or John
Hocking (08)344 7025 . The club's address
is GPO Box 1508, Adelaide SA 5001.
WEST AUSTRALIA The Cycle Touring Association of West Australia is your
best contact point for mountain biking in
the west. They organise all sorts of events
and can be contacted on (09)330 3659.
If you live outside one of these areas
you could consider contacting Bob Jones
of the Newcastle Club for information on
how to set up a club and tie in with other
groups. All of the major touring clubs are
listed in our bike events calendar section
at the back of this issue . The proposed
national body AMBA (the Australian
Mountain Bike Association) has not yet
gotten off the ground but by the way the
sport is beginning to develop its establishment shouldn't be too far off.
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DEEP IN THE
HEART OF
TEXAS
Epic journelJS
Part four of JOHN BROWN's trans America bicycle
odyssey
OR THE past few days our group
of four had pushed out of the New
Mexico high country, Generally
the gradient was in our favour and 240
km (150 mile) days were not uncommon. Texas was only half a day away.

F

In anticipation of tailwinds and flatter
terrain we decided over dinner that it
was time for a real test. The four of us
clasped hands centre table as we vowed
to try for a Texas 200. Tomorrow our
team would attempt a 200 mile (322 k)

full-pack ride from New Mexico into
Texas.
In the Golden Corral Restaurant the
Runyan family dining at an adjacent
table had insisted that spending the
night in their spare trailer home would
allow us an early start . The hospitality in
New Mexico was superb.
The 4.30 am alarm prompted the
biggest physical challenge of our lives.
At precisely 5. 05 Kevin set his cycle
computer and we pedalled eastwards
into the darkness. Behind on the
k;tchen table was a koala bear thank you
card to the Runyans .
The freshening breeze was swinging
to the south as we reached the first town
of Caprock . But we cruised through
without stopping and immediately focused on the next town of Tatum. The
settlements in this part of the country
are about a day apart by horseback (ie
48km) . Today we were attempting what
a packed pony would do in a week. Yes,
we would need to pass through several
settlements in order to clock up our two
hundred miles. Caprock was only the
first rung on the ladder.
There was no time to stop becaus.e
unexpected head winds and uphill
grades already put us back a couple of
hours . Morning tea of banana
sandwiches, trail mix (nuts , dried fruits
and grains) and water was enjoyed on
the bike . All had been carefully prepared beforehand. It's similar to eating
during an ultratriathlon.
A few complex carbohydrate snacks
every hour releases the glycogen constantly. If the muscles blood sugar level
becomes depleted or the cells dehydrate
you "hit the wall". Then you go nowhere
until more energy releasing carbohydrates are digested. I've "hit the wall" on
a couple of occasions during ill-prepared
long training rides. I know of the torture
and danger. The body feels weak , the
head spins and orientation deteriorates
to the point of losing balance and focus.
Hydration and carbohydrate loading
are two of life's pleasures. Last night we
had loaded up on the slow but constant
energy releasing rice , pasta and
spaghetti and now wholesome "takeaway " high-energy food was on hand .
Hands of bananas and bread hung off
the back rack in easy reach ; a dozen
oranges were zipped into my half
opened front pannier, delicious trail-mix
was closest of all in my handlebar bag
and three water bottles were cradled in
the frame .
On we pushed in single file with the
stiff south-easterly buffeting into our
right shoulders. A savage dog hounded
us into Tatum where we had sit-down
banana sandwiches and orange juice for
lunch . That pit-stop, including stretching exercises, took fifteen minutes.
Texas was now only 51 km (32 miles)
away.

NAGUSI
FRAME PUMPS.
-NEXT TO PERFECT.
Strong, lightweight, versatile and highly
efficient, Nagusi frame pumps, with interchangeable, direct on connectors for bath
schrader and French valves, are the necessary
accessory fat all cyclists.

HIGH PERFORMANCE.
Tested against a full range of frame
pumps by Bicycling Magazine, Nagusi made
"the most effective use of intake air of any
~I:! pump"; and delivered better measureable
~ performance than did more expensive, less
versatile pumps.

LOW COST.
You won't find a better performing,
lighter frame pump for anything like
Nagusi's price, so check out the superb
Nagusi range at your specialist bicycle
dealer today and see the Nagusi difference.

After leaving Tatum it was increasingly obvious that Mike wasn't handling
the pace. Normally he was as strong as
any of us but today he was having problems. As he regularly dropped off the
back of the pack we would ease the pace
and allow him to draft in behind.
Today Mike's powerful push and drive
was lacking. He pleaded with us to go
ahead but we were reluctant to split the
group. Mike explained that he was preventing any of us making the magic 200:
he would feel better if three made it
rather than none.
Our roadside conference just before
the 100 mile mark concurred that the
decision was Mike's. We promised not to
slacken off if Mike dropped off the drafting line. Crazily Mike not only jumped
back into the single file but insisted he
take his turn in front like all of us.
For about half an hour I believed
Mike had re-found his strength and enthusiasm but as we hit the Texas border
and I dropped back to a well-earned
rear position I only saw Kevin and
Frosty in front of me . Our cheers of delight at the first taste of Texas were sub-

dued in respect for Mike who was no
longer with us. We paused for a photo at
the border and pressed on again: into
the wind, onto the next town and toward
the horizon.
After a toilet stop and water-bottle
refill at the border town of Plains we
picked up the pace. It was 12.35 pm and
we had just under 100 miles remaining.
If the next 100 miles also took 7 1/2
hours we would complete the 200 by
eight tonight. Anyway there was no
turning back now. Then we saw the sign
that knocked us flat. "Road under repair for next six miles" .
Graders, rollers and water tankers
punctuated the longest six miles of
gravel I've ever ex_perienced. During
this wasted hour on the dirt no-one admitted that this could cost us the 200
even though we shared the thought.
When our tyres caressed the bitumen
again the sun had receded considerably.
Now we were certain that this ride
would go into the night.
Within the solitude of our private
thoughts we played mind games to maintain motivation. I pretended the next

town was the last. I imagined that I was
riding into a packed stadium.
I projected the motivation of a disabled friend back home and he gave me
strength . How the mind wanders when
on wh_eels!.What ways I have invented to
lift my mental strength to the plateau of
my physical! The discipline of the team
speed-line also made me strong; it projected the strength of three into one.
At dusk we arrived at Tahoka and I
wondered how Mike was doing .
Deep down we knew nothing could
stop us now. We have survived breakdowns , head winds , uphill gradients,
leaving a friend behind, savage dogs and
road under repair. All I could think of

was the city of Post in Texas . I pictured
the city with us riding in at midnight to a
civic reception.
As we left Tahoka a wonderful sunset
behind us was luring us to stay. It was
dark , but the crimson backdrop over
our shoulders highlighted the invitation.
A bolt of lightning illuminated the road
ahead showing us the way and daring us
to push on. With front and rear lights
beaming we headed toward the lightning.
Then a howling wind hit us face on. It
was very dark , and luckily I couldn't see
Frosty 's or Kevin's face . If lightning illuminated any of our expressions it
would have shown our grim determina-

ULTRA
TOUGH

HIGH VISIBI LITY

SEE AND BE SEEN WITH THE ALL NEW ULTRALIGHT
THE ULTIMATE IN BICYCLE LIGHTS

•

•

Uses easily obtainable 'D' size batteries
Ultra Versatile - multi positional bracket will attach to any part of bicycle
Easily remowd from bracket to prevent theft- front light also doubles as a torch
Strongly built, rust free and made to last for years
Fully guaranteed

•

•

•

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR FAVOURITE SPECIALIST BICYCLE DEALER.
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tion . We hadn't come this far to pass up
the last rung of the ladder. We laughed
like madmen and dared nature to throw
everything at us .
At this point we had been on the road
for fifteen hours and no matter what was
thrown at us we would crawl the last
twenty miles if necessary. We took turns
again bracing into the dry electrical
storm and incessant wind. I started inventing new mind games to keep myself
going.
Then , as if by magic, there on the
horizon to the right of the lightning was
the first crescent of a rising harvest
moon ; big, orange and friendly and becoming larger at each glance. It appeared to say, "OK boys, you have passed the test ; here is the way to the finish
line". The sunset behind faded, the spectacular moon rose and we pedalled toward it with a sense of comfort.
As passing vehicle lights illuminated a
road sign "Post 14" I pretended that I
had just mounted my bike and was
about to do a fourteen mile night ride .
Now the stars were coming out and over
the hidden horizon we could detect the
glow of the next town . We knew that
Post wasn't exactly 200 miles (322 km)
from Rosewell, New Mexico but it
wouldn't be far off.
As our illuminated six wheeler approached the main business centre
Kevin's bike computer read 192 miles
(309 km) . Somehow we had to dispose
of the last eight miles for the double
century to be wrapped up . Earlier when
we realised that Post would fall short of
the total we thought we could camp
eight miles further on but that sounded
morbid given the way we now felt. We
considered riding four miles out and
then back into town.
For the past hour we each privately
rejected these plans as part of our mind
games . At the first motel we saw we
asked the manager ( after we woke him
up) for a room for three. We took the
key and rode out of the driveway without even looking at the soft beds . The
weary and puzzled manager stared in
wonder as three illuminated riders with
loaded bikes and flags proceeded down
the road like a mobile Christmas tree.
Soon we came to red traffic lights .
Frosty asked Kevin the score. It was 193.
The green light signalled the beginning
of the gruelling end. We laughed more
than normally as we passed the Post
post office and pushed on to find a few
streets out of the wind .
We needed to get off the main city
streets and away from crazed stares and
questions from those out in the
windstorm at 9.00 at night. In fact, the
time in Post was really 10.00 pm for we
had ridden through another time zone
and forgotten to turn back our watches .

Nothing mattered but the 200. Kevin
was holding a small torch above the
handlebar computer. It seemed like ages
later when he signalled 199 .5 and we
simultaneously shouted the last five
tenths with him. Surely lightning
couldn't strike us down now. At precisely
10.55 pm Texas time, almost 17 hours
since we left Rosewell New Mexico , we
yelled "zero" with our front wheels in
parallel.
By a strange coincidence a thick white
line appeared in the road marking the
exact spot. We didn't go back to check
but obviously it was something of supernatural significance and was best left
alone. We were more concerned with
finding that motel.
I slept till mid-morning and remember nothing. In fact when I needed
to buy some stamps I couldn't even locate the post office. I had passed it half a
dozen times last night or was I hallucinating?
We assembled on a conspicuous
corner and waited for Mike. He arrived
at lunchtime and had clocked 170 miles
the previous day. That gutsy guy had
ridden from lunch till dark alone . It was
great to have him back in the team .
. Texas is rich in so many ways. The
Mayor of Post saw us sunning ourselves
outside the art gallery and came over to
extend some hospitality. We were invited to tea and scones in the gallery and
His Worship, Giles McQuarrie, spent a
couple of hours with us exchanging
stories.
Late afternoon saw us arriving with
stormy skies in Clairemont an abandoned town a few hours east of Post.
This was the tornado season. Only last
week the town of Sweetwater in Texas
had been devastated by a tornado. We
could hear the noise of the storm for
miles. We wheeled our bikes through the
double swinging doors of an abandoned
shop.
By a backdrop of sunset and storm we
prepared our candlelight dinner on an
old bench-top. The deluge was deafening as darkness saw me bending over a
candle with a pen in one hand and a cup
of soup in the other.
Then the lights came on. Not the old
shop lights or a fatal lightning bolt but
the high beam spot-light of the Highway
Patrol. A Texas Ranger wanted to know
who was in the building. I replied in my
best Australian accent that it was only
four humble cyclists seeking shelter for
the night.
Surely no one had complained of us
trespassing! Was a wet eviction awaiting
us?
On the contrary our friend the mayor
of Post, concerned for our safety, had
requested the rangers to find us and
check if we were safe and comfortable.
Randy introduced himself and asked if
there was anything he could do to help.

But what else could we need? We were
fed , warm , dry, happily together and
had an influential friend.
The next night we camped by a lake
under starlit skies. I reflected in the past
few dramatic days, wrote letters home
plus one to the Mayor and felt at peace
with everything.
At the post office in the oil rich city of
Graham a friendly local got talking to
Mike. Before Jong he had invited us to
share some Texas hospitality. With four
packed bikes in the back of his truck he
took us to his lake-side luxury ski-lodge,
where he entertained us for two unforgettable days. Spencer Street was his
name and he was ' in oil' and could afford to take a couple of days off. His

children were all at college or university
and his wife was away so we became his
adopted family.
Everything in Texas was big, dramatic
and of enduring significance . It's a lush
environment for the unexpected. We did
things in Texas that never happened in
the other States: we rode all day in the
rain ; we slept in a womens university
(on the verandah during another stormy
night) ; I snapped my derailleur in two ;
we rode 200 miles in the one day ; we
had scones with the Mayor ; we waterskied in a canyon lake; and a millionaire
took us out to dinner.
As we got closer to Louisiana and the
eventual end of our journey I still
wanted a little more of Texas.

SPRINT QUICKER
CLIMB BETTER
CORNER FASTER
PEDAL SMOOTHER
The revolutionary new pedal from New Zealand which gives you more
convenience, more comfort and more performance than conventional
pedals and toe straps.

Yw'II improve your performance with the Keyw1n Speed Pedal, whether
It s for road racing, triathlons or track.
They're easy to fit on to any cyc.ling shoe and are compatible with all
'Look' drilled shoes.Clipping into the Keyw1n Is also easy and fast. you
simply 'twist 1n' and 'twist out' and at 121 grams, they're half the weight
of conventional and Look pedals. Why not improve your performance
al.
on your next ride wit h the Keyw1n Speed Ped_

New imprOYed model available now for a round $130

@
lleljwiq Speed Pedal
For Dealer enquirie• and free technical brochure, contact

- Cycle Circuit
6 Tengah Cres Mona Vale NSW
(02) 997 6606
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Nouvo 12 Speed
Reflecting the very latest in world
sports bike technology and
componentry, the Ricardo Nouvo
1_2 speed features the strength
and lightness (approx. 10 kg) of
Australian-made full cro moly
double-butted frame and forks.
The supreme quality full Shimano
New 600EX ensemble includes
brakes, gears and transmission,
hubs, head fittings, bottom
bracket fittings, pedals, crank and
the revolutionary Biopace chainwheel. This component greatly
rationalises leg muscle power
and improves pedalling
efficiency, particularly uphill and
against headwinds. The Nouvo
has as short wheel base
providing instant response and
manoeuvrability.
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Compatible

biopace
Compwe,-De,;gned Dm,,, Sysiem

Gives Triathletes the winning edge.
Windcheater (Funny Bike)
Ricardo puts funny bike
technology within everyone's
reach . WINNER: 1986187
TRIATHLON BIKE AWARD under
$850 voted by the Retail Cycle
Traders Association of Australia .
The Ricardo Windcheater 12
speed offers the best of both
worlds.
The tough but light Australian-made
full cro moly double-butted frame
and forks offer a close wheel
base providing both stability and
manoeuvrability.
Top flight componentry includes
the breakthrough S.I.S. L Series
light-action side-mount gear shift
mechanism by Shimano, offering
smooth gear shifting for speed , or
positive click-action shifting for
easy and precise gear
identification . No more
bothersome "searching" for gears.
Better uphill shifting . Safer
cycling.
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see your Yellow Pages.
For Victorian, South Australian and Western Australian metropolitan Mastercare dealers,
New Soulh Waln Ricardo dea--. metro and country
dealers country

Soult! Aualralian and Not1hem Territory Rica,do dealers country OuNnsland Ricardo dulen metro and country
Bazza's Sports Den
Btooks Cycle Oepol
Challengers MOlor Bikes
Chns's S.kes & Gear
Penny Farthing Cycles
PedlerAuto
Pme Honda
S.J Cycles
Tennant Creek Newsagency
Wheelman Cycles & Sports
Williams Cycles

w..tem AwtrlMian RM:ardo dea~
Albany Bike Sales
Cycle Mandurah
Elmac Cycles
Fttroys
Mannan Street Cycles
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BORDEATOWN
MURRA Y BRIDGE
POAT LINCOLN
WHYALLA
ALICE SPRINGS NT
MOONTA
PORT PIRIE
MOUNT GAMBI EA
TENNANT CRE EK
DARWIN NT
NARACOORTE

country
ALBANY
MANOURAH
GEAALDTON
BUNBURY
KALGOORLIE

~~~~:.!''

Brisbane & cycle Sales & Hire
Brtbte Island Sportscene
Leader Cycles
Hamilton Cycles & Sport s
Kev Olsen Cycles
Pro Act1on Cycles
Quality Cycles Plus
Ace Mower & Cycle Cen1re
Sam Bratton Cycles
Bridge Cycles Pty lid
Mackay Toyworki Superstore.
Burleigh Bicycle World
Curly Dann Sports Store
Thommos Cycle Works
Tr1mty Cycle Works
Warwic k Electncal Barn.

BRISBANE
BAIBIE ISLAND
CLONTAAF
HAMILTON
TOOWOOMBA
MICHELTON
BURANOA
BOWEN
KIRWAN
AITKENVALE
MACKA Y
BURLEIGH HEADS
MT ISA
NORTH AOCKHA MPTON
CAIRNS
WARWICK

Victorian Ricardo

John Beer Cycles
Bendigo S.ke Spol
8rew8fs Sports S10,e
Cycles & Spares
A Kurz ke Cycles & Spares
LogansCycles& Mowers
Malla1d Cycles
Maxl1elds Sports
Bernie Mangans Sports
Mornington Cycles
Olsen Cycles
Shaws Cychng Centre
Sp,ites Bikes
$Quires Sports
The Hub Cycle Cen11 e
Warren Meade Cycles
Wohlers Cycles
The Bike Shop

ECHUCA
BE NDIGO
SHEPPARTON
WAAANAMBOOL
KANGAROO FLAT
PORTLAND
SALE
MOE
KY ABAAM
MOANINGTON
EAST GEELONG
BA.LL.ARAT
TRARALGON
BENALLA
WQNTHAGGI
BAIANSOALE
WANGARATTA
COL.AC

Ross Cycles Pty lid
H0<nsby Cycles
Spoke Cycles
Balhna ~ycles
Eclipse Ski & Cycles
Hams Cycle Co
Mullumbimby Cycles
Pleasure Cycles
Schalers Cyc1e WOfkS
Daisy's Cycles
Daryl Bakes Sports
Huddle Sports & Leisure
Bike 8am
Dee Why Cycles
Aust Bike Co

PENAITl:I
HORNSBY
CORAIMAL
BALLINA
MITTAGONG
USMORE
MULLUMBIMBY
BALLINA
GRAFTON
BROKEN HILL
ALBURY
OENILIOUIN
PAARAMATT A
DEE WH Y
AANDWICK

*Deluxe multispeed category under $700.

HA6209A

Elite 12 Speed
A ligh~ quick and superresponsive competitor! The Retail
Cycle Traders Association of
Australia voted this machine the
Bike of the Year 1985/ 86 in the
under $700 Deluxe Multispeed
category.
The Ricardo Elite 12 speed offers
the best of both worlds.
The tough but light
Australian-made full cro moly
double-butted frame and forks
offer a close wheel base
prqviding both stability and
manoeuvrability.
Top flight componentry includes
the breakthrough S.I.S. L Series
light-action side-mount gear shift
mechanism by Shimano, offering
smooth. gear shifting for speed, or
positive click-action shifting for
easy and precise gear
identification. No more
bothersome "searching" for
gears. Better uphill shifting. Safer
cycling.
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Viva
The perfect bike for the budding
gold medallist!
The Ricardo Viva 12 speed
makes sport or everyday travel a
genuine pleasure. Features
include a light and strong
Australian-made double-butted cro
moly main frame, durable alloy
wheels, quick release hubs, and
the versatility of Shimano SL side
mount 12 speed gears.
A sporty lightweight for those who
want a little more in their bicycle
than the standard, the Ricardo
Viva 12 speed is very
competitively priced .

Australian made 2 and 3 bike carrier models from Leisure Cycles.
•
•

Rubber mountings forming part of all clamps
protect against scratching and ensure a
snug, secure fit.
Quick action removal and fitting allows easy
storage when not in use.

RICARDO

•
•

Bike carriers fit to existing towbars. Simply
remove the ball and fit the mounting bar.
3 bike model allows caravan or trailer towing
at the same time as carrier use.

Hand Crafted Frames using full Columbus SL and SLX tubing
with Columbus, Cinelli Lugs and Cast B.B. Shells.
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Just for
le isure,
riding around

BICYCLE TR IPS IN MELBOURNE, 1986

Visiting Shopping
friends'
place

Riding
to
school
Exercising
or

Riding to
recreation

college or training
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What do people use their bikes for?

THE CYCLING
SPECTRUM
8ic1Jcles and bic1Jclin9

There's a lot of cycling going on out there!
by RON SHEPHERD

MORE ADULTS RIDE BICYCLES THAN KIDS
100%
90%

The adult bicycle riders, aged 18 and over, are
s hown by the shaded area. The child and
teenage riders are shown by the dotted area.
You can see that there is just as much shaded
area as dotted area.
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ANY PEOPLE still think that
bicycle riding is just for fun.
But a recent survey shows that
that's not the whole story. Bicycles can
be useful too .
For a long time , bicycle organisations ,
governments and the bicycle industry
have had half-baked opinions about
who rides bicycles and why. Now at last
we have reliable information about Melbou rne's cycling scene. The Victorian
State Bicycle Committee' is to be congratulated on recognising the need for
this data, and for funding a survey.
Spectrum Research phoned 2000
households last year, and asked lots of
questions about bicycle riding. Their
hundred-page report is a mine of information. Here are six key findings:
1. More people ride bikes than anyone
realised.
There are more than a million bicycle
riders in Melbourne. About one person
in every three claims to be a bicycle
rider. So cycling is no longer an unusual
thing to do , and the Victorian Government is starting to take notice .
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2. More adults than kids ride bikes
Let's get this one straight. Most kids
ride bikes, and most adults do not. But
as there are many times more adults
than kids , the total number of adults
riding bikes exceeds the total number of
children and teenagers riding bikes. You
can see this in the diagram .
3. People ride bikes for lots of different
reasons.
There were ten choices of 'destination' offered to the people interviewed ,
and the biggest single reason selected
was 'just for leisure; riding around ".
However, most people picked more
than just one reason for riding a bike. In
other words , bikes are multi-use . People
might buy bikes for recreation, but find
that they use them for going places too to visit friends, to go shopping , to ride
to work or to school.
4. Bikes can be useful too!
If you add up the total percentage of
utility trips (to visit friends, to work , to
school , to the shops , to the station) , it is
more than the total percentage for recreational trips (just riding around , getting
exercise , participating in sport , touring) . The trouble is that the bicycle industry hasn't woken up to this . They
push only the ' sporty' image . Their
bread-and-bu tter is the stripped-dow n
ten-speed for casual rides around town
on a sunny weekend .
But for useful trips bicycle riders need
to be able to carry luggage , ride at night
and even in the rain , to keep clothes

TO SCHOOL

CHEAP If QUICK

12%

clean , and to park at destinations . So
they need racks, lights , mudguard s,
chain covers , stands and locks . Unenlightened bike shops regard these as
tiresome extras , and many people ride
with luggage dangling, no lights at night ,
dirty trouser cuffs , and bikes falling over
on footpaths . It's high time that there
were ready-fitted utility bikes on sale.
The industry is missing out on an important 'second market' .
5. Most bicycle riding is on main roads.
The vast majority of bicycle riding is
on the roads, and most of that on main
roads. So much for the Melbourne bike
maps, which encourage bicycle riders to
dodge around back streets . Lots of
people liked the idea of bike paths , but
good bike paths have proved expensive
or impossible to build . There is just no
way to link them up for any continuous,
meaningful trip. Melbourne's existing
bike paths are only used significantly for
weekend recreation .
Altogether, there is more bicycle riding on footpaths than on so-called
bikepaths. Above all , this survey reminds us that different people prefer to
ride in different places . It is stupid to
argue about whether people should ride
on paths or on streets . People will ride
where it best suits them .
6. Bicyclists need better places to park
their bikes.
Parking facilities are generally considered inadequate , except perhaps at secondary schools. Riders need a secure

3 ·257.
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What do people use their bikes for? This
graph shows the broad use categories for
riders 12 and over. The fact that the percentages add up to more than 100% indicates
multiple use. Chart by Andrew Benthe.

place to park bicycles inside every dwelling and work place , and right outside
every shop and public building. It's a
pity that there are no constructive proposals on this in the Melbourne Bikeplan. The Victorian government has regulations about parking provision for cars,
_
but won't do the same for bicycles.
People said that they would be much
more likely to ride their bikes to shops
and to recreation venues if there were
better parking facilities there . Local
councils take note!
This Spectrum Report is not the last
word . Sociologists know what people
say they do isn't necessarily the same as
what they actually do. The telephone
survey needs to be followed up with observations of who rides where and
when . And that's just for Melbourne .
The situation might well be very different in country towns , or in other states.
A survey in Sydney would provide some
much-needed information for that area
too!
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MELBOURNE AUTUMN DAYTOUR
The fifth Bell Melbourne Autumn Daytour
was held this year in cool wet conditions on
the north eastern outskirts of the southern
capital. The Melbourne Bicycle Touring Club
organised the ride and provided support for
100 km and 45 km courses. Despite the rotten
weather close to eight hundred cyclists turned
up on the day and rode the route.
The MBTC always put lots of effort into the
MAD Ride and this year the theme of the
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ride was the Roaring Twenties. Club officials
greeted riders dressed as gangsters and flap•
pers and a squad of Keystone Cops mounted
on a pennyfarthing and a vintage triplet chased law breakers along the route. A vintage
car club also participated and at the lunch
break paraded their 1920's and 30's autos.
The St Andrews community hall hopped to
the sound of a jazz band and hot drinks and
sausage sandwiches were distributed free to
the participants.

RIGHTS OF
PASSAGE
Bicycles and the law
Un-banning the bike
by Alan AParker
N AUSTRALIA cyclists are banned
from using our safest roads , the freeways , and forced to use other main
roads that are both many times more
dangerous and inconvenient.
The most important right Australian
cyclists have today is the legal recognition of the bicycle as a vehicle, which
originates from our British Common
Law heritage and is now enshrined in
the traffic laws in all states . About 15
years ago, well before the emergence of
bicycle user groups , the main roads departments persuaded state parliaments
to pass laws that discriminated against
cyclists. This carried out at a time when
freeways were seen as the answer to our
major cities impending traffic problems.
In the process the road authorities
have not only denied bicycle users their
Common Law heritage but have pre-

I

The Eastern freeway during a 5 .30 pm summer rush hour. The freeway has wide break
down lanes and the entry ramp is easily crossed just past the diamond shaped sign. Photo
by the author.

vented governments from implementing
safe and workable bicycle route networks .
Bicycle sales are growing at the rate of
8.5% per year in Australia but usage is
being constrained by the lack of bicycle
facilities. Consequently there is widespread dissatisfaction with bicycle paths
because they do not connect up or go
anywhere. More and more cyclists are
looking at the freeway safety lanes and
asking why can't they be used . Cyclists
know there is a similar length of freeway
safety lanes in Melbourne as there are
Freewheeling SI

bike paths and that, unlike the
bikepaths , they go where cyclists want
to go: in a direct line.
From a planning viewpoint, if the
freeway safety lanes are linked up with
bike paths and potential back road
routes th e n a continuous network of
bikeways could be created away from
the heavily trafficked main road s in
many parts of Melbourne . Most adult
cyclists own cars and pay road taxes yet
are prevented from using the State's
safest roads when they are most vulnerable riding a bike .
In the USA urban freeway shoulde rs
are now included in many designate d
bicycle routes and approved of by both
the Road Safety Authorities and _ma ny

State Highway Authorities . The Victorian Road Co nstruction Authority considers its rural freeways safe enough for
sharing but where the real need exists is
in the cities.
In Victori a the failure to give cyclists
equal rights of access is making a mockery of gove rnme nt bike planning initiatives and preve ntin g bik e p a th s from
b ein g conn ected into a network . The
three exa mpl es below are only part of
the total picture.

EASTERN FREEWAY
THE SAFETY lane on this urban freeway is th e least hazardous and most direct .route between the city centre and

eastern suburbs, yet cyclists are forced
to use a dangerously inconvenient main
road with treacherous kerb-side lanes.
The freeway cuts through the Yarra valley, cutting other possible routes and as
a result there are only a few north-south
main road routes crossing the valley.
With this freeway dominating the landscape there are no low-stress routes left
for child cyclists or traffic-wary-adults to
use.
On this Freeway there is a need to
increase bicycle access to the disconnected bicycle paths along the Yarra
river by linking them up with the freeway safety lanes to provide safer and
more convenient short cuts across the
Yarra valley.

SOUTH EASTERN FREEWAY
THE BICYCLE paths built in the south
east of Melbourne do not connect with
the Yarra River bikepath because they
built a Freeway short cut for motorists
with no alternative means of access for
bicycles. The easiest way to link up the
paths is to use part of the South Eastern
freeway safety lanes.

INTRODUCING

SUperLullle®
A UNIQUE, LONG LASTING,
PENETRANT LUBRICANT FOR
BETTER BICYCLE MAINTENANCE.

WESTERN FREEWAY
THE MOST glaring discri!'llination
against cyclists is the Westgate Bridge
where cyclists are forced to travel many
kilometres further, on roads that even
the highway engineers know and recognise are more dangerous than the
bridge. On a Sunday morning, if the
freeway was open to cyclists it would
provide the major highlight of a recreational ride from Brighton to Williamstown, offering a splendid views of
the city and the bay.
There is a shared footway starting
from Brighton Pier going right through
to Princess Pier and from there it would
be possible to gain access to the
Westgate Bridge by low-traffic routes.
From the Williamstown exit ramp there
is a back route to the Williamstown
shared footway and the quiet streets
going along the foreshore to Williamstown beach.

• EASY TO APPLY, NON-STAINING SYNTHETIC
COMPOUND WITH TEFLON.
• SUPERIOR LUBRICATION; LESS FRICTION
AND WEAR .
• PREVENTS RUST AND CORROSION AND
REPELS DIRT AND WATER.
• SUPERIOR ADHESION; DOES NOT DRIP
OR RUN.
• WONT DISPERSE OR BREAKDOWN; STANDS
UP TO EXTREMES OF TEMPERATURE AND
WATER.
• HIGHLY EFFECTIVE ON GEAR DRIVES,
BEARINGS, CHAINS, LOCKS ETC.
• COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER LUBRICANTS.
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super Lube"

~

310g

In an American evaluation involving 4 leading brands, SUPER LUBE
received "most first place rankings" and showed a "clear superiority"

AVAILAB L E IN : 85g (3oz ) TUBES.
127g {4 .5oz) & 3 10g ( 11 oz) AEROSOL CANS

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR SPECIALIST BICYCLE DEALER
PH O NE F O R YOU R N E A REST STOCKIST

Distributed by

VICTORIA : 99 Derby Road, Sunshine, Vic. 3020. T el.: (03 ) 311 061 1
N .S.W. : 24 Will iam Street, Leichh ard t 2040 . T el. : (02 ) 560 8877

5TH . AUST.: 40 Stepney Street. Stepney 5069 . Tel.: (08 ) 42 493 1
OLD. : 246a Evans Road , Sali sbury 4107 . Tel.: (07 ) 277 8622
WEST. A UST. : 82 Robinson Avenue. Belmon t 6104 . T el.: (0 9) 4 78 2222
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VEN ON the issue of safety there
seems to be no understanding on
he part of highway engineers that
linking up the freeway safety lanes to
off-road facilities and back road routes
is the key to creating a viable network
for cyclists.
For recreational cyclists in the central
and middle suburbs of Melbourne not
being able to use the Westgate Bridge
and other freeways decreases the value
of the shared footways already built and
creates a discontinuity on what would
otherwise be major recreational routes.
The Westgate Bridge should be opened
to cyclists on Sundays on a trial basis as
soon as possible.

E

''THE MAG ACARTA de BICYCl,IS" 1888
THERE IS nothing new in cyclists fighting for their legal rights, it is a long and
honourable tradition. The first national
bicycle activist group protection association - bicycle lobby - call it what you
like , was formed in 1878. In 1880 the
Cyclists' Touring Club of Great Britain
was established and campaigned vigourously to give cyclists a legal right to use
the roads on an equal basis with equestrians . In 1888 several cycling MP 's
added a clause to (section 85 of) the
Local Government Act, which did away
with local government discrimination
against cyclists by making bicycles, tricycles and velocipedes "carriages" within
the meaning of the Highway Acts.
The importance of this cyclists rights
legislation was appreciated by the legal
profession who referred to the legislation in The Law Journal as the
"MAGNA CARTA de BICYCLIS" .
The recognition of the bicycle as a
vehicle in British Common Law and
traffic law in Australia originates in this
1888 legislation . It is interesting to note
that there has been far less erosion of
cyclists' rights of access in Great Britain
where bicycle facilities or a convenient
alternative route for cyclists is nearly
always provided, especially on major
river crossings. On the new Severn
Bridge, the Forth Bridge and the tunnel
under the River Clyde separate bicycle
facilities are provided . Cyclists don't
have to lobby for such facilities because
cyclists rights of access are implicitly
recognised in the UK.
In Australia we will have to gain the
most explicit recognition of our rights of
access and possibly take main road departments to the High Court to do so .
Let cyclists never forget that the right of
road construction authorities to ban
cyclists was never discussed, debated or
arrived at from any serious consideration of cyclists needs .

BICYCl,ISTS WANT EQUITY
THE STATE Bicycle Committees with
their 4 E 's programs of Engineering ,
Education , Enforcement and Encouragement should recognise that there is a
fifth and more important ' E' which
should be the real foundation of bicycle
planning - Equality.
If the benefits of increasing bicycle
use are to be realised the Australian
governments with a vested interest in
providing for safer cycling should urgently address this important issue.
What a better way to celebrate the one
hundredth anniversary of the 1888 Act
establishing cyclists rights to use all

roads , than to restore the lost ri ghts o f
Australian citizen s to cycle the sa fest o f
roadways.
Top: This map shows the isolated sections of
existing bikepalhs and how lhey might be
linked using freeway safely lanes. The freeways provide direct roules and short cuts lhal
are safer for cyclists than the existing overloaded main road system. There is even greater potential for linking up the further 200 km
of bikepaths proposed in the Melbourne
Bikeplan. Bottom: A cyclist watches back
down the freeway exit lane before crossing lo
resume passage along the main break-down
lane. Photo, Road Transport Authority Victoria.
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takes you and your dollar further

GEMINI TRIALS MTB
The ~ew Gemini Trials is a quality mountain bike at a sensible price.
The Shimano Deore XT gearing will get you almost anywhere.
Standard gearing ranges from 93 to 21. To give you the stopping
power you require , the Trials is equpped with Shimano MTB can tilevers, good components also include micro adjustable seat post with
quick release, Sakae cranks and MKS AR 3 alloy pedals.
Come in and se why you should be riding the Trials now!
Price current $695.

179 King Street, NEWTOWN, NSW. Ph (02) 517 1655.
NEW!! MAIL ORDER

USE OUR MAIL ORDER
AND SA VE ON YOUR
CYCLE CLOTHING BUY
DIRECT FROM US AT
WHOLESALE PRICES
WE HAVE A RANGE OF CAMPITELLO , MERKZ,
MIRELENA ETC .
SEND $2.00 (TO COVER POSTAGE AND HANDLING)
TO :

EUROPEAN CYCLE IMPORTS
P.O. BOX 378
BLACKBURN VIC. 3130
AND WE 'LL SEND YOU OUR CATALOGUE AND PRICE
LIST . ALLOW 21 DAYS FOR HANDLING. JUST FILL
OUT THE COUPON BELOW. PLEASE PRINT.

PLEASE SEND ME YOUR CATALOGUE &
PRICE LIST NOW.
NAME ..... ... . .. .. .. . . . .. . . ... . .... .
ADDRESS
TOWN/SUBURB .. ... ... . .
POSTCODE .... . .
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.HOSHI
Quality spokes and nipples
from Japan
HOSHI INDUSTRIES CO. LTD.
No. 1-40 Minarto 2 - Chome,
Izumisauo City Osaka Japan
Trade enquiries: Repco Cycle Company ·Melbourn• Sydney Brlaban•

SEEING THE LIGHT
The recent arrival of halogen bik e
lights from Europe has greatly improved
the performance of the bicycle lighting
systems which use this high-efficiency
type bulb . Unfortunately the Japanese
have ignored halogen lights (even
though most of their motor cars are fitted with them) and instead have opted
for a conventional type bulb filled with
the inert Krypton gas. The Krypton
globe though brighter than the conventional tungsten/inert gas globe is less
efficient and not as bright as the quartz/
halogen type
Halogen globes are considerably
brighter than the older tungsten filament type. They shine a strong bright
white beam and also consume less electrical power. Motor vehicle headlights
have been using halogen globes for ages
and a few years ago the Dutch IKU company and Union from West German y
began to market their halogen lights in
Australia .
The Union set I recently had the pleasure to test is that company 's first serious attempt to package and sell a complete mass-produced bicycle lighting
system. I have always been impressed
with the quality of Union's haloge n
headlights and have had one fitted to my
street bike for a number of years.
The new set consists of a small but
impressive front halogen headlight , a
similar sized red tungsten-filam ent tail
light, a dynamo (alternator) which runs

BictJcfe equipment
on the centre of the tyre tread and a
rechargeable battery/switching pack .
The heart of the system is the battery
pack and it is this littl e unit that makes
the set function beautifull y. The pack is
a small black box which mounts in a cradle fitted to the seat tube. The dy namo ,
which is similar in appearance and opera tion to the Sanyo Dynapower, mounts
below the chainstays and contacts the
centre of the tyre tread . A bracket is
provided with th e mo untin g fittings to
allow joint mounting of the dynamo and
a kick stand.
The head light was supp li ed with an
excellent bracket which clamped onto
the head stem. I have not seen a mounting bracket of thi s type before and its
easily the best I have come across in a
lifetime of tinkering with bicycles. I wish
the sa me prai se could be given to the
rear light mounting. U nfortun ate ly it
came with the stand ard seat stay-mounting bolt-up clamp which proved difficult
to locate on my bike because of the rear
rack .
The best pl ace to mou nt rear lights is
on the seat pillar under the saddle and a
large r diam e ter clamp simi lar to the
front stem- mount d ev ice wou ld be a
much better at t ac hm ent. Rear lights
when mounted on the seat stays always
seem to catch my hee l as I pedal and if
the bike has a rack fitted there are add itional problems.

The set came with a 240 volt mains
charger unit which plugged into the battery pack. During the recommended 15hour recharging period the pack can be
easily removed from its cradle for remote charging if th ere isn't a power
point close by.
Once the component parts were
mounted it was an easy job to wire up
the system. T here are two spring loaded
terminals on the back of the battery
pack. One terminal (marked D for
dynamo on my sample) was for the alternator while the cables from both lights
were connected to the other. Th e
dynamo comes with two short lu gged
cab les which fit onto its recessed terminals. One connects to the frame to provide a n earth connection while the other
has to be extended to connect with the
battery pack.
The set operates brilliantly. Once the
dynamo is contacted with the tyre, by
turning its small spring control lever, the
dynamo provides the power to the front
a nd rear li ghts until its output voltage
fa lls below a pre-set level. Then a switch
is activated in the battery pack which
bypasses the dynamo and supplies
power to the lights direct from the batteries. T he result is bright lightin g
whether on the move or at a standstill.
When the bike is parked and the lights
are no longer required a small red button on the battery pack is pressed to
break the circu it and extinguish the
lights. As th e dynamo only supplies
Freewhee/ing SS

power to the light s, the battery pack has
to be recharge d from dom es ti c ma in s
powe r every few months depending o n
the amo unt of use. Nicke l cadm ium rechargeab le batte ries tend to maintain a
hi gh output until th ey are abo ut to lose
their charge so my o nl y criti cism of the
system was its la c k of a warning indicator to tell me when to recharge th e
pack.
Th e front head light was o ne of th e
bri ghtest and best I have tried. It threw
a bright square-shaped beam which provid e d e nough li ght a he ad of me to be
able to ride on roads without street lighting . Thi s impressive li ght was even
bright enough to ca use o ncomin g
motorists to dip their lights by manually
tiltin g the li ght in their direction. The
tail li g ht though not as bright as th e
head light provided good illumin ation .
The co mpl ete se t will re tail well
above the hundred dollar mark but the

quality of the parts ma kes it a worthwhile inv es tment. The front a nd rear
globes are re placeabl e and available
from specialist bicycle dealers . The set is
distributed to bicycle dealers in Australia by Hanley Trading Pty Ltd .
OT E VERYBODY wants to fit
dyn a mo lights to their bicycle .
My aluminum-framed lightweight is hardly ever ridden at night but
when it is I fit one of the numerous types
of battery lighting sets available through
specialist bicycle deale rs. Battery lights
come in all shapes and sizes and usually
fit into clamps to allow them to be removed from the bike when not in use .
A new brand on sale this winter is the
UltraLight from Britain . These lights
us e standard D cells and a pre-focus
bulb. The use of standard D cells allows
rechargeable nickel cadmium batte ries

N

ALLEN FOLDING UNIVERSAL BI KE RACK
BY

GRAECR OSS

Folded Size
460 mm x 665 mm x 100 mm .

• Carries multi pie bicycles .
• Fits any car, station wagon , van or
utility of Australian or foreign make .
• Comes completely assembledfolds flat for easy storage .
• Goes on and off the car in seconds.
• Four large -area , flat rubber feet to
protect your car.
• Protected bicycle suppQ,rt fr11me
holds bicycles away from the car
and hot exhaust.
• Exclusive design allows mounting
on tailgate of utility truck , on cars
with spoilers, or on vehicles with
externally mounted spare tyres.
• Extra long carry arms .
• Extra long bicycle support frame for
large framed bicycles.
• Constructed from galvanized steel
tubing with vinyl covering on
carrying members .

Made in Australia under Licence to U.S.A . Pat . No . 451808 . by Graecross.
Australian Pat . Pend.
N.Z . Pat. Pend.

Available from your Bicycle Specialist Store
Trade enquiries to Graecross Industries (Aust .) Pty. Ltd .
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to be fitt ed an importa nt consideration
for the cost-conscious regular user.
The white front and the red rear lights
provide adequate warning for other vehicles though , like the other types of batte ry light I've used , the front beam does
not provide enough illumination for riding completely darkened streets.
Their most impressive feature is their
mounting clamps. These plastic dualswivel brackets permit the lights to be
mounte d in almost any position on the
bicycle front or rear. This is particularly
important on racing type bikes where
the normal seat stay position is out of
the question due to heel clearance.
The UltraLights sell for around sixteen dollars each and are available from
most specialist bicycle retailers .
CCORDING TO a recent roaduse survey conducted by the
Newcastle Cycleways Movement an alarming number of bicycle
riders use their bicycles at night without
lights. The survey was conducted over
three consecutive Friday evenings at
nine intersections in and around the city
of Newcas tle. Almost ninety pe rcent of
all cyclists observed by the survey team
did not have bicycle lights fitted to their
machines .
The survey was conducted by the
group to study the behaviour of Newcastle cyclists . and measure their compliance with the road rules . The results
suggest that bicycle riders have little
regard for the law. " Even disregarding
the relatively trivial offence (mostly) of
footpath riding , the number of cyclists
obeying road rules and not committing
' life threatening' offences is extremely
low at approximately 20-25%. After
dark , the number of law abiding cyclists
is almost negligible. "
On the other hand the study showed
that 99. 7% of motorists obeyed the law.
Bicycle advocate groups across the
country have for some years been pointing to the need for the police to take a
greater interest in cyclists and enforce
the bicycle lighting law. However, a
number of police officers already involved in bicycle law enforcement privately admit that the lighting 'problem '
is (at_Jm:sent) unenforceable.
ln Melbourne this autumn strong
rumours are once more circulating that
the Minister of Transport is about to
declare bicycle helmet wearing compulsory. If the current and long-standing
laws relating to bicycle lighting are supposedly unenforceable what hope has an
overworked police force of ensuring
that the new regulation is obeyed by that
state's one million bicycle users.
Ifthe Minister wants to save more
cyclists lives he should first make sure
that the current laws , like the ones governing lights on bikes , are being complied with before hurriedly enacting
newer legislation .
•
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THE BIKE OF THE YEAR AWARDS
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PROMOTED BY THE RETAIL CYCLE TRADERS ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA
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Sunday

10 am - 5 pm

WIN A TRIP TO PARIS TO SEE THE
FINISH OF THE 1988 TOUR DE FRANCE.
The lucky winner will be drawn at Expo Sunday 16th at 4.00pm.
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1 * It's the biggest bicycle industry promotion ever held
I in the southern hemisphere.
the biggest array of 4uality bicycles and
I * See
accessories ever assembled under one roof.
I * Over forty exhibitors in their pursuit of excellence.
galore! 12 bicycles to be won. Win
I * aCompetitions
Benotto bike valued at $850.
I * Win a trip to the Gold Coast with Ansett.
I
Free advice on safety and how to use gears and
* brakes.
I
Fashion parades Sunday August 16 at 1.30pm
I * and
2.30pm.
..
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ARTS AND CRAFTS PAVILION

SYDNEY SHOWGROUIIDS
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NEW BAGS IN THE
KALAHARIRANGE
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Equipment review
by WARREN SALOMON

,
LAHARI BAGS are top-ofhe-line bicycle luggage from the
ritish manufacturer Karrimor.
~
We reviewed the first three bags in the
series in issue 36 this time last year and
now the manufacturer has extended the
range with four new bags all finished in
striking black nylon pack cloth.
_
The four bags are the Rakpak, the
Seatpack, Barpouch and Bardet and are
made from Karrimor's own heavy duty
nylon cloth called KS-lO0e . This cloth is
extremely tough and is proofed on the
inside with plastic sealant. The black
fabric is contrasted by bright yellow
buckles , reflective safety triangles/
strips , yellow fastening loops and
stitched Karrimor logos.
The company is obviously guarding its
excellent reputation with these bags as
they are all well finished and sewn . All
the raw material edges are covered by
braiding. Zippers are protected by
generous weather flaps and rapid access
mesh pockets for small item storage are
provided on all but one of the bags.
THE RAKPAK is the most sophisticated bag in the range. This rear rack
mounting bag has so many pockets ,
compartments and uses it's hard to know
where to begin to describe it. Its prime
use is as a utility bag used alone or in
conjunction with the more conventional
Kalahari 1, 3 and Mountain bags. It fixes
to the rear rack by two rear velcro tapes
and a front buckled strap to fasten
around the saddle pillar.
It has oodles of pockets: two lengthways down each side with single slider
zippers ; one small one on the front also
with single zipper; one on the lid with
double lockable zip sliders (inside this
pocket is a zippered document pouch) ;
and a mesh top pocket with velcro closure. The sides and the bottom are stiffened with closed cell foa m so the bag
will retain its shape when only partly
full.
On the bottom of the bag is another
pocket (with velcro closure) which
opens to the rear and is designed for flat
objects or a U type high security lock.
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Illustration by Brett Cheshire

The rack fasteners at this point are long
enough to fix the U lock as well.
The main bag closure has double
(lockable) sliders and is protected by a
large weather flap . The inside of the
main compartment is fully lined with a
lighter weight nylon fabric. D ring loops
front and rear and the inclusion of a
strap enable this cleverly designed bag
to be used as a smart shoulder bag off
the bike. A well designed and beautifully thought-out piece of bicycle luggage. Capacity 13 litres RRP $163.
THE BARPOUCH is a small bag designed to carry personal effects or munchies while riding the mountain trails. It
fixes to the bars and stem by means of
three sets of velcro tabs and has a top
single zippered opening into its 1 litre
main compartment. It retails for just
under thirty dollars .
THE BARDET is a small handlebar
bag (capacity 5 litres) with a full width
double weather flap protecting its main
compartment. The main compartment
includes a zippered document pocket
and has a draw cord closure with spring
lock fastener.
The main lid flap has a clear plastic
covering so that a map may be inserted
in the back and viewed when riding. It is
fastened by means of velcro tape. Over
the plastic flap is a further weather
shield flap with an outer mesh compartment. This flap can be rolled back in
clear weather and is fixed with double
velcro tapes .
The Bardet comes with a shoulder
strap and a mounting rack . As mountain
bike handlebars come in different
shapes and sizes it is important that you
check the rack with your bars to see if
they are compatible . RRP $77 .

THE SEATPACK is a bag for any
kind of bike. It fits neatly under the saddle and fastens with straps and buckles
to the seat rails and the seat pillar. It is
wedge shaped and easily big enough to
carry wet weather gear, U lock , or for
the racing cyclist, spare tubular and rain
jacket. There are mesh pockets on each
side and yellow reflective tape to warn
traffic at night.
The bag has an internal stiffener so it
hangs well when partly full. The main
compartment holds about 5 litres and
has a double zipper slider to allow locking.

WHEELPOWER

MOUNTAIN

BIKES
Bushranger $795, Sierra $619
Skyline $350, Ventura $215
Please coll and see our comprehensive clothing and shoe
display.
106 Klngsway,
Glen Waverley VIC
Phone (03) 560 2178
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DEALING WITH
DOGS
Fun and fri9ht with furrlJ friends
Maybe dogs are misunde rstood but the cyclist can not
afford to take any chances.
by WARREN SALOMON
60 Freewheeling

HEN I first started riding bicycles through the suburban
streets of Brisbane I soon became aware of dogs. In my suburb there
see med to be a n over supply of them
a nd as my family didn't own one I
te nded to greet many of them as friends
s toppin g to pat them as I rode to and
from school or my friends' houses.

W

It was also during my youth that I first
e ncountere d what some of my adult
cycling friends sternly refer to as 't he
dog proble m' .
If you have never been chased my a
me nacing dog while riding your bicycle
yo u will probably be blissfully unaware
of the condition and should atte mpt a
ride through a dog-infested area before
reading any further. I'm not suggesting
you go out and get bitten but you can't
rea lly understand the ' problem ' until
you have experienced at least once the
cold chill of coming face to face with
Fido's fangs a nd the Grim Reape r releasing his grip o n canine's leash.
The main reason why there is a dog
' problem ' at all is because bicycle riders
do on occasion get killed. Serious business indeed , and serious enough for authors of best-selling bicycle guidebooks
to advocate death to th e offending
pooch!
Richard Ba ll antine, of Richard 's Bicycle Book fame (Pan paperbacks) advises
his readers to ' try to ram (your bicycle
pump) down its throat', or more effectively, ' any small dog can simply be
hoisted up by the legs and its brains
dashed out'.
Richard doesn 't offer any hints for
cleaning the blood stains from lycra
knicks but his advice is more explicit for
larger beasts . Once again he suggests a
fight to the death but due to the bulk of
the protagonist his methods are more
cunning. 'If you are weaponless try to
tangle him up in your bike and then
strangle him '. (Obviously this technique
has the advantages because it is reasonably clean). ' If you have got a pump or a
stick , hold it at both ends and offer it up
to th e dog horizontally. Often the dog
will bite th e stick /pump and hang on.
Immediately lift the dog up and deliver
a very solid kick to the genitals . Follow
up with breaking the dogs ribs or crushing its head with a rock .' At this point I
became a little suspicious. Was Richard
offering rea l advice or doing a journalists beat-up for dramatic effect? If
th e a nimal is a one and a half metre
doberman your pump/stick would probably be chomped neatly in half and the
second phase of your attack would be in
tatters (not to mention the protruding
parts of your body). Never fear, the author has further guidance: 'If worst
comes to the worst, ram your arm down
his throat. He will choke and die. Better
your arm than your throat'.

Retribution to the point of dealing
out death to offe nding dogs is not o nl y
risky, it is inhum ane and not th e way
's up er ior ' beings should treat their
'dumb' animals .
The kill or be kill ed approach probab ly has it s roots in the hyst er ia surrounding spread of the dis ease rabies
which was once very common but is rare
nowadays . Possibly the most dangerous
way of dea ling with a rabid dog is to
stick yo ur fist down its throat to choke
it.
Humans are supposed to have inte lligence and it is better and safer to use
your brains rather than resorting to
Neanderthal methods .
Animal behaviorists and cyclists alike
have wondered for decades why so me
dogs to prefer to chase humans on bicycles. Not all dogs do it though some cyclists would have us all believe that they
all have the secret urge.
What is often overlooked by many
writers on the subj ect is that dogs often
do not discriminate between mo ving
objects. Its not that they prefer cyclists
to cars but they find our quiet , slow
form of conveya nce easier to relate to .
Dogs will just as readily chase cars but
will always come o ut worse off if contact
is made.
Bicycles are a different matter. As a
cyclist you are open to all mann e r of
things and if yo u are not careful yo u

might crash int o so mething. Even
though dog/bicycle rider e ncounters are
common and accidents do occur it is
more ofte n the riders reaction to the
dog's approach which leads directly to a
collision or fall.
To a dog defender a barking pooch is
on ly trying to say, ' Hi there , lets be
friends and i'll sniff you over if you
would only wait a while'. Dog detractors
on the other hand interpret a barking
ca nin e as saying, 'When I get you in my
jaws cycl ist, I' m going to pull you off
th at in ferna l machine and rip you limb
from limb'.
Until doggie la nguage is fully understood we may never know the real truth.
Often friendly intent may be become an
outright attack when the dog its se lf is
faced with a li fe-threaten in g pumpwielding bicycle crusader determined to
rid the neighbourhood once and for all
of marauding mongrels .
The dogs of the world may hate me
for this but cats have much more sense.
They stay well clear of all moving objects larger than them selves and prefer
to sit unde r parked cars rather than run
after moving ones. Dogs on the other
ha nd are much more inquisitive and
forthcom ing and wi ll let you know if you
are e ncroaching on their territory.
Once you have been bitten by a dog
its a different matter. The first time it
happened to me I was shocked and of-

Demand the best.

MICHE LIN
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We're Standard
Equipment Because
of Our Standards

FORCED SALE
LEADING BRISBANE BICYCLE
RETAILER

blackbum

LONG ESTABLISHED MUCH RESPECTED
INDUSTRY LEADER
A golden opportunity to buy into the bicycle
industry and START AT THE TOP.
• Turnover approximately $700,000 pa
• $70 ,000 profit pa available to owner/operator
• Prices for quick sale at $60,000 plus s.a.v.
Further information available from the accountant:
Mr D. Robinson
Watters, Eales & Rolbinson
GPO Box 401
Brisbane OLD 4001

(03)861 6771 Trade enquiries only
Dist ributed by Leisure Bikes PO Box 1026 North Richmond VIC 3121

ANOTHER QUALITY TYRE FROM I.R.C.

HP90
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AVAILABLE
AT YOUR
LOCAL CYCLE DEALER

Looking for strength? Look to
the IRC HP-90. This tyre is
loaded with features - it's
great for all purpose touring
in any kind of weather.
The overlapping cord
construction gives strength
where it's needed most
Check the tread - the raised
centre ridge minimizes
rolling resistance, while the
unique grooves offer
superior traction and braking
in a variety of conditions.
Available in gumwall
construction .

AUST. DISTRIBUTOR
REPCO CYCLE COMPANY.
SIZE
27x1 "•

SIDEWALL
Gum

AIR
MODEL
CONSTRUCTION PRESSURE WEIGHT
NO.
HP-90

w/o 3 grommet wire
0 .97mm
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90psi

500g

WIDTH

OUTSIDE
DIAMETER

29mm

695mm
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fended. I was riding home through quiet
back streets along a seldom used route.
Ahead of me I spotted a dog and slowed
as I usually do until I could judge its
intentions . Just as I had thought I was
clear it lunged for my leg and nipped me
on the leg.
I was outraged and immediately stopped and turned to face my attacker. The
dog looked at me intently as I took out
my frame pump and raised it over its
head and mine drawing strength for the
massive blow to follow. Just then (with
impeccable timing) a little boy emerged
from behind a paling fence and said,
'Don't hit him mister he's just a poor old
dog' .
'But he BIT me', I bellowed betraying
my indignance.
'He didn't mean it mister'.
I looked at the boy and then at his
dog. I had been caught out badly. If I
was to wield my terrible blow I may as
well have struck the dog's master than to
do damage to his pet.
Lowering my pump to waist level I
said sternly, 'Well you better teach it not
to chase bike riders or so me one else
may do it damage'.
He called the dog in behind the fence
and I rode on my pride seriously dented
and my pacifi st principl es in grave
doubt.
After that incident I co uld relate to
the 'fist down the throat brigade' and
understand their motivation. With hindsight I feel that had I vented my anger
on the unfortunate animal undetected I
would have ensured that there was at
least one animal with a firm grudge to
bear against all bike riders.
So , how does one cope with dogs in a
humane yet effective manner?
Firstly you have to rem ember that
you can do yourself more damage by
trying to avoid the dog while still maintaining your mobility. The risk of crash
due to collision with oth er objects is
great if you attention is diverted towards
a yapping beast behind you. The best
strategy is to stop riding and walk past
the dog at a safe distance. By all means
report the dog to the local council but
remember if you attack the dog you may
also risk the legal wrath of the RSPCA
no matter who started the interchange.
Often you are given little warning. A
wobbly reaction to the barking pooch
can often result from the shock of being
woken from a mobile day dream. So if
you are in dog territory be alert. In the
country thi s is usuall y close to farmhouses but in the town it could be anywhere. I once knew a person who fell of
their bike when a dog sta rted barking
suddenly and at close range.
Many of the bicycle guide book authors recommend stern shouting as an
effective deterrent. Cries of, 'GO
HOME' or 'NO' or even 'BAD DOG '
are fine if you have a boomin g base ,

baritone , or contralto voice but for
those with vocal chords pitched higher
up the register you may try to make
friends in stead. T hi s can not be done
from a moving bicycle and herein lies
the problem.
Bike riders generally are indignant
that they should be vulnerable to dogs
while other means of personal propulsion get off scott free. No bike rider likes
to be held up by a yapping canine and so
the tendency is to deal with the problem
on the move. Many experi enced riders
will attempt to out run the barking
onslaught. In Jim Fitzpatrick' marvelous study of the bicycle in the Australian
outback during the early years (The
Bicycle and the Bush) a thrilling account
is given of a cycl ists encounter wit h a
pack of wild dingoes in a remote part of
the West Australian goldfields in 1903 .
Further research by Fitzpatrick indicated that the acco unt is 'a n extre me
case of literary licence'.
The cyclist messengers on th e
goldfields were full of spine chi lling ac-

counts of their rides so much so that ' led
one writer in 1896 to state that the "liar,
th e damned li ar and the mining expert"
had bee n replaced by "the liar, th e
damned liar and the special cyclist"'.
In most modern cities it is against the
law to allow dogs to roam free . The
owner is considered legally negligent if
their dog is not kept under close supervision so should you be regularly harassed
by a barking dog you should report it to
the local council so that they may impound the offending animal.
If yo u are inv o lved in an encounter
with a canine and yo u sustain damage to
yo ur person or yo ur property the law is
on your side if yo u wish to sue the dog's
owner. Even if yo u and the dog do not
contact the owner is negligent for allowing the an im al to be loose. But bear in
mind yo u need witnesses and positive
identification of the offending animal to
prove your side of the case and often in
the case of a serious fall you may not be
in a good state of mind to attend to these
important legal details.
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TOUR MATES

HIRE

Tour Mates is a FREE service to readers wishing
to find companions for bicycle trips and holidays.
Though Tour Mates is a free service there is a
charge of thirty cents per word for any long entries exceeding the 30 word limit. Payment (if
applicable) must accompany your listing and
name, address and phone number should be attached for verification purposes.

Rent-a-Cycle Tasmania 10-speed low gearing, all

Companion(s) wanted for ride 6-8 June '87. Border
Ranges NSW (part of Pacific Bicycle Route; Casino,
Wodenbong, Bee nleigh. Optional circuit: Rathdowney,
Lions Road, Casino. Contact Craig Bellamy (066) 42
7081 (H) or Jim Barker (07) 343 3933 or write to PO
Box 381 Grafton NSW 2460.

Companion wanted for a an easy going cycling tour
around Europe. If interested please contact Peter Robb,
18 Bear St Mordialloc VIC 3195.

frame sizes, ladies and gents. Completely equipped for
touring. Postal bookings accepted. Seven years hiring experience. Brochure, rates, your questions. 36 Thistle St
Launceston, Tasmania Phone (003) 44 9779

Cyclln1 holidays In scenic North-East Victoria visiting National Trust gold towns, Rutherglen & Milawa
wineries, Ned Kelly country, historic hotels & fine restaurant dining. PO Box 209, Wangaratta VIC 36TT Telephone (0S7) 21 2S6'4

TRAVEL & TOURS

Bicycle Tour Services We do what you want to do: rentals, itineraries, accommodation, tours and all cyclists
services. Write or call now for free brochure: PO Box
11-296 Auckland 5, New Zealand. Phone 591 961. Telex
NZ60235 " Lidsail ".
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SHOPS

Inner City Cycles Now open 7 days a week. Sunday
from 10 am to 3 pm. Inner City Cycles 31 Glebe Pt Rd
Glebe NSW 2037 (02) 660 6605.

ACCOMMODATION

dation Directory. This is a list of cyclists who are prepared to exchange simple hospitality in their home for
similar hospitality in other cyclists' homes. Write to Bicycle Australia, PO Box K499 Haymarket 2000 giving your
name, address phone and your location, eg 10km NE Ballarat PO. A donation to cover postage and photocopying
would also be appreciated.

TROPICAL RAINF'ORESTS
BEACHES & T ABLELANDS

A holiday-paced a-wheeled
discovery of Nth Qld's best

NAGAOKA QUALITY
TOURING EQUIPMENT
NAGAOKA's Innovative Lower Gravity
Positioning Racks Promise You an
Enjoyable Long Distance Bike Touring.

Pti
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WANTED

Ancient bicycles, parts and memorabilia for restoration and preservation. Contact Paul Farren (03) 241
4453.
Free wheeling Classifieds are seen by over IS,000

TOURS

Would you like to meet other bicycle tourists
when you tour? If so, join the Cyclists' Accommo-

TOUR IN(~

Tropical Bicycle Odyssttys
P.O. Box 5092 Cairns (}4870
Phone (070) 56 aI 00

readers across the country. Rates for 1986/7 are:
$1S.OO per 30 words or one column centimetre.
Additional wording costs SO cents per word.
Multiple insertion discounts: Six insertions - fif.
teen percent; three insertions - ten percent. Display classifieds rates: $ I5.00 per column centimetre. Payment must accompany order. Send
typed advertisement text to Freewheeling Classifieds, PO Box Kl6, Haymarket NSW 2000.

t!!,"'IIFIFY'
STOPS FLATS

.....

_

THE SIMPLE,
LOW COST
ANSWER TO
FLAT PROBLEMS

RIM

TUBE
TIRE

•EASY AND FAST
INSTALLATION

FEATURES

FRONT

LOW RACK
Model AFC-LR1
Weight: 380g

NAGAOKA METAL INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
1-8 , 1-CHO MEI S HIN G U C HI TO YONAKA CI TY, JAPAN
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• Mr. Tufty protects tubes from rim cuts, broken glass, all
kinds of thorns ... even small nails.
• Saves tires from having to be replaced when small cuts
appear on top of tire.
• Helps prevent rim cuts from tire buckling when loss of
air occurs.
• Adds to bicycle safety. Gives bicycle a smooth, stable
ride
• Independent laboratory tested and proven.
Wholesale stockists: Hantrade. Sydney, Melbourne,
Brisbane.

National Calendar
Club secretaries, race directors and event organisers: help us to publicise your event by sending details to us early. If you are planning a ride in
the coming twelve month period you should send
your notice to Freewhee/ing National Bike Events
Calendar now. We publish advance notice of all
bicycle events both competitive and non competitive but because of our publication leadtimes we need your copy at least two months in
advance. Please note: we must have your event
details in writing. Send your copy to PO Box Kl6
Haymarket NSW 2000 or phone it through on
(02)264 8544.

COMPETITIVE EVENTS
1987
JUNE

Sunday 21 Sydney Criterium The final race in the
seven race NSWCF criterium series. To be held at Lady
Macquarie's Chair near the Sydney Domain. Races for
Juniors, Vets, Women and Seniors start from 7.45 am.
Organised by the Sydney Cycling Club. Contact Bruce
Vote (02) 399 9452 H (02) 358 5388.

Sunday 28 Newcastle Mountain Bike Trials and
competition. Held at Glenrock Lagoon, Newcastle and
organised by the Hunter Valley Mountain Bike Club.
Contact Bob Jones (049) 38 5 380 or Bruce Richards
(049)32 7820.

JULY

Thursday 2 - Sunday 26 Tour de France. This years
big race will commence with a prologue time trial in Berlin followed by a tough course which includes tough
climbing on ten of its twenty six stages.

Road Championships. Sandown Raceway Melbourne
starting at 8 am with the Young Pro t itle 100 km (under
23 years); Senior title 200 km starts at 11 am. The Repco
Melbourne Trade Picnic will be held in conjunction with
the titles plus a massive 'roadworthy test' on all makes of
bicycles. Be there its free.
7th Australian Schools Cycling Championship.
Sponsored this year by Safe 'n' Sound the final will take
place in Sydney at the Tempe ve lodrome as part of a
major race meeting. Contact Peter Watters on (08)213
0648 or the Australian Cycling Federation for details.
10th Grafton to lnverell. Australia's classic one-day
road race. Contact the ACF for details.

18 - 29 Co~monwealth Bank Cycle Classic. This
year the big Tour goes to the Victorian Border. Brisbane
to Albur y/Wadonga via Sydney. Contact the ACF for details.
CLUB CONTACTS

The Australian Cycling Federation will direct you
to a club in your area if bicycle road or track racing takes your fancy. Their phone number is
(02)27 29n. For riders wishing to take out a professional licence please contact the National Secretary of the Australian Professional Cycling
Council, Reg Marriner, PO Box 120 North
GeelongVIC 3215.

Wednesday 22 Australian Professional King of the
Mountains Championship The 195 km non stop classic from Wangaratta (8 am) to the Mt Buffalo Chalet (expected around I :30 pm) via Tawonga Gap will determine
the Aussie representative for the World Professional
Road Cycling Championships. 'Oppy' will follow the
Classic. Entries close July I. $5000 prize money. Contact
Bill Long 03 SI 3828.

AUGUST

22 to 23 Muswellbrook to Tamworth Road race.
Contact ACF for details.

22 to 23 Tasmanian Mini Tour Road race. Contact
ACF for details.

Sunday 23 Hunter Valley Winter Mountain Bike
Classic An annual event catering for A grade (including
vets over 35), B grade including Women and Juniors
under 16. Held on an off-road course near Paterson.
Prize money for the category winners. Contact Bob
Jones (049)38 5380 or Bruce Richards (049)32 7820.
29 to 30 Goulburn to Liverpool road race. Contact
ACF for details.

SEPTEMBER

2 to 6 Australian Road Racing Championships.
Contact the A<;:F for details.

Sunday 6 Friendly Bush Triathlon The Whitehorse
Bush Triathlon staged by the Whitehorse Canoe Club,
Melbourne and sponsored by Paddy Pallin with Nike and
Russell Street Cyclery. A friendly event for all standards
of competitor. Mens and Womens classifi<ations. Held
near Licola. VIC in the scenic Barkly and Macalister river
valleys. Entries accepted for marathon pairs or teams
from three to six. Form a team and have some fun . Top
quality prizes including random spot prizes. Entry forms
available from Paddy Pallin stores. For information phone
WCC (03)211 3610 (03)877 1291 (AH ) or Paddy Pallin
(03)674 845.
8 to 15 Boags Tour of Tasmania. Contact the ACF
for details.

OCTOBER

Sunday 4 Repco Cycles Australian Professional

IT'S JUST AROUND THE BEND.
The Kryptonite® K4 Bike Lock is the only lock that features the unique
Ergo-Dynamic Angle.™*
One "foot" of the lock shackle bends outward, allowing it to be inserted into the
crossbar from virtually any angle or position, and actually locking the shackle at both
ends of the crossbar. The Ergo-Dynamic Angle;Mplus longer shackle length make
the Kryptonite® K4 Bike Lock stronger and easier to operate than any other bike lock.
That's the Kryptonite ® Difference.
•Ergonomics is the design of products for efficient human use.

KRYPTON/TE®

TRADE ENQUIRIES

BIKETECH

PO Box 152 WALLSEND NSW
(049) 52 4403
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National Calendar
NON COMPETITIVE EVENTS
1987
JUNE

Sunday 7. Audax NSW Twin Century. 100 and 200
km courses. Contact (02)608 1125 or (02)630 2977.
Sunday 21. Barossa 100. 100 km through the scenic
Barossa Valley. Rated Moderate. Come and enjoy the social atmosphere. Some refreshments and route maps provided. This event is part of the South Australian Touring
Cyclists Grand Slam Series. For full details contact Peter
Hunt (08)384 2921 or Rod Austin (08)271 6362.
Saturday 13 to Monday I 5. Winter on the Southern Highlands A mystery tour organised by Bicycle
Australia ·o ver the Queens Birthday long weekend . Sag
wagon support. Contact (046)27 2186.
Sunday 21 200 km Achievement Ride. West Australia. A mix of undulating farming country, scenic hills
and historic Toodyay and Chittering valleys. A popular
ride for the experienced or an achievable 11 hour challenge for the newcomer. Badges for the successful
CTAWA members. Contact Martin Bunny (09)330 3659.

JULY
Sunday 5. Audax NSW 100/200 km ride. Parramatta. Mittagong, Parramatta. Contact (02)608 1125
or (02)630 2977.
Sunday 19. "10,000 in 8". The West Australian hill
cl,imber's special' Yes. 10,000 feet up and 10,000 feet
down around the Darling Ranges in an 8 hour time limit
all packed into 125 km. Only the fit cyclist with low gears
should attempt this one. Badges for the successful
CTAWA riders to finish . Contact John Sherwood
(09)447 8939.
Saturday 25 - Sunday 26 Exploring the Old North
Road. Join the Hunter Valley Mountain Bike Club on th is
fat-tyre ramble through sandstone country exploring th e
remains of an old convict-built road. Contact Bob Jones
(049)38 5380 or Bruce Richards (049)32 7820.

Saturday 5 to Sunday October 11 Bike for Bibles.A marathon cross country bicycle ride for sponsored riders to raise money for literacy development
projects in Asia and Africa. Rides start in Cairns and
Perth and pick up most major cities finishing in Canberra.
Contact (008)25 1389 toll free .

Friday 25 - Monday 28. Wongan Hills Long Weekend. Bus and bike trailer to this delightfu l valley in the
West Australian wheat belt. Day rides from a base camp
in an area seldom seen by cycle tourers. Trailer capacity
limited to the early participants. Contact Martin Bunny
(09) 330 3659.

Friday 25 - Monday 28. 1000 km Audax Ride.
Audax WA's big ride. For the confirmed ultra marathon
randonneur who has graduated from the 400 and 600 km
Audax. Contact Bob Stockman (09)29 3 5278.

OCTOBER
Saturday l to Sunday 11 Bicycle SA '87 Triangle
Tour. A grand tour of South Australia's south west region with the State's premier touring group. Some meals,
refreshments and entertainment provided. Exclusive
tour, plenty of fun, plenty of cycling. Camping and other
accommodation. Emergency back-up support provided.
Contact (08)272 6406 or (08)388 8331.
Saturday 3 to Monday 5. The fourth annual Four
Rivers Ride. Bicycle Australia's tour of the Hunter Valley region. Sag wagon for luggage, evening meals and
breakfast provided and hall accommodation. Contact
(046)27 2186 for details.

Saturday 10, Sunday 11 Green Valley Twin and
Quad Century. This popular annual event will offer 50,
I00, 200, 300 and 400 km courses this year. For full details contact (02)608 1125 or (02)630 2977.
Saturday 17 to Sunday 25 NSW Bicycle Week A
full week of activities· for bike riders across the State .
Mass rides, safety clinics and fun for all ages. Full program
and entry details in future issues of this magazine.
Saturday 31 - Sunday I. York (WA) Family Weekend. Day rides from a country hostel for CTAWA bicycling fam ilies only. Contact Martin Bunny (09)330 3659.

AUGUST

NOVEMBER

Sunday 2. Audax NSW 100/200 km ride. Orange.

Sunday I Murray Valley 200. A two hundred

Penrith. Contact (02)608 1125 or (02)630 2977.

kilometre ride on mostly quiet roads. Starting in the
beaut iful Adelaide Hills, then following the River Murray
between Murray Bridge and Mannum. A short course is
also available. Rated hard . Come and enjoy the social atmosphere. Some refreshments and route maps provided.
This event is part of the South Australian Touring Cyclists
Grand Slam Series. For full details contact Peter Hunt
(08)384 2921 or Rod Austin (08)271 6362.

Saturday 15 . 300 km Achievement Ride. A new
, ourse for this popular West Australian event. This ride
will test the experienced rider. 18 hour time limit.
Badges to the successful CTAWA members. Contact
John Sherwood (09)447 8939.

Friday 14 to Sunday 16 Daily Mirror Bike Expo
'1987. Austral ia's bicycle industry showcase is once again
o rganised by the Retail Cycle Traders Association and
features the biggest range of bicycles, accessories and
clothing assembled under one roof in Sydney. New season models, fashion parades, and prizes to be won too!
RAS Showgrounds Arts & Crafts Pavilion is the venue
and the show will be open 10 am to 6 pm on the Friday
(Trade only night 6 pm to 11 pm. Saturday IOam to 9 pm,
Sunday 10 am to 5 pm.
Sunday 16 Onkaparinga 100. A one hundred
kilometre ricje through apple and pear orchards. Rated
hard but the views are magnificent, an excuse for a rest.
Come and enjoy the social atmosphere. Some refreshments and route maps provided. This event is part of the
South Australian Touring Cyclists Grand Slam Series. For
full details contact Peter Hunt (08)384 2921 or Rod Austin (08)271 6362.
Saturday 29 - Sunday 30 400 km Audax Ride. This
event in WA will take in Northam, the Avon valley, historic York and the farming areas of Beverley to finish in
Midland. Contact Audax WA (09)293 5278.
Sunday 30. Audax NSW 100/200/300 km ride. Canberra to Sydney. Contact (02)608 1125 or (02)630 2977.

Saturday 7, Sunday 8. Audax NSW 300/400/600
km ride. Mt Victoria, Cowra. Yass, Mittagong, Sydney.
Contact (02)608 1125 or (02)630 2977.
Sunday 15 Six hour time trial . Try yourself agai nst
the clock and last year·s best of 182 km on a moderate ly
flat course in West Australia. Contact Rob Masterman
(09) 399 3071.

Sunday 22. The sixth annual Repco Sydney to the
'Gong Bicycle Ride. Australia's big one-day fun and fitness ride between Sydney's Belmore Park and Belmore
Basin in the City of Wollongong. 85 kilometres of well
supported fun complete with fashion parades and lunch
time entertainment. Entry forms from bike shops during
September and from this magazine.

DECEMBER

Saturday 5 to Sunday 13. The Caltex Bike Ride.
Nine days of cycling fun through Victoria's western districts visiting the Grampians and riding part of the Great
Ocean Road. Contact (03)818 4800 or (059)78 6000.

1988

SEPTEMBER
APRIL

Saturday 19 to Monday 27. The Snowy Mountains
Trail. A Bicycle Australia supported tour of the high

Friday 22 to Sunday 24 SA Festival of Cycling. A

country. Nine days of excellent riding. Contact (046)27
2186.

bicycle rally to be held in the beautiful Adelaide hills.
Three days of activities centred on a good camping
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ground with alternate accommodation also available.
Day rides, displays, exhibitions and ~ightly entertainment
provided for riders of all ages. Bring the kids and your
friends. Watch Freewheeling for details or contact
(08)388 8331.

NOVEMBER

Sunday 20. The seventh annual Repco Sydney to
the 'Gong Bicycle Ride. Australia's big one-day fun and
fitness ride between Sydney's Belmore Park and Belmore
Basin in the City of Wollongong. 85 kilometres of well
su pported fun complete with fashion parades and lunch
time entertainment. Entry forms from bike shops during
September and from this magazine.
Saturday 26 to Sunday 11 December. The Big
Bicentennial Bike Ride. This year to celebrate the
Bicentenary cyclists will ride en mass from Melbourne to
Sydney. Full support. Organised by the people who bring
you the Caltex Bike Ride. Enquiries (03)818 4800 or
(059)78 6000.

CLUB CONTACTS
These clubs regularly run rides in their cities and
welcome new comers. Some even publish tour-

ing calendars listing forthcoming rides. Contact
them for details.
Armidale Community Cyclists (067)72 8951. Audax
Australia (03)435 4437 (02)608 1125. Bathurst Bicycle Touring Group (063)31 9459. Bicycle Australia
(046)27 2186 (after 9pm). Brisbane Bicycle Touring Association (07) 369 9326. Brisbane Mountain Bike riders
interested in forming a club should contact Mike or Kelli
on (07) 339 1244. Canberra Pedal Power ACT (062)49
7167. Geelong Bicycle Touring Club (052)96 234. 11lawarra Touring Cyclists' Club (042)83 6524. Melbourne Bicycle Touring Club (03)836 0440. Melbourne eastern suburbs - Knox Bicycle Touring Club
(03)754 4069. Eastern Bicycle Touring Club (03)762
7928. Victorian Pedal Clubs provide fun and training
in bike handling skills for children of bicycle riding age.
Call for information on a club near you: (03)337 6399.
Newcastle Cycleways Movement (049)46 8298. Bicycle Institute o f New South Wales (02)2 12 5628.
South Australian Touring Cyclists Association (08)272
6406 (08)388 8331. Sydney region bicycling clubs can
be contacted through the Bicycle Institute of NSW
(02)212 5628. Tandem Club of Australia (03)241 4453.
Cycle Touring Association of West Australia (09)330
3659. Darwin Huffers & Puffers (089)81 2141. Wagga
Bicycle Touring Group (069)21 6787. Vintage Cycle
clubs Vintage Cycle Club of Victoria (03)527 5759 .
Southern Veterans (Sydney Vintage Cycle Club) (02)587
8017.
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"ACTl.J,I\LLY I ALWAYS
\
LOAD MY BIKE Ul<E THl5
fDRTOJRJN6... IT~tv'CRE FU?

The Shi111ano Index Syste111

A New Approach to Shifting.
BETTER PERFORMANCE THROUGH
SYSTEM COMPONENT DESIGN
The development of the Shimano Index
System (SIS) started with the realization that
not enough attention had been paid to the
problem of inefficient shifting in competition
situtations.
The bicycle racer 's shifting performance
is largely determined by his skill level. Shifting efficiency is a result of his "feel" and
guesswork. In real race conditions other
factors come into play: Fatigue mounts.
Attention focuses on tactics, terrain and the
competition.
Shifting under these stressful conditions
often results in mis-shifts which leave you in
the wrong gear or with your chain slipping
between gears. In these cases it's really
component funct ion which has prevented
you from reaching your full competitive
potential.
Shimano believes it doesn't have to be
this way- that's why we developed the
Shimano Index System.
Shifting the conventional multi-speed
racing bicycle is similar to finding a
station on your
car radio by
turning the
tuning knob.
It takes concentration , patience
and a deft
touch. Most of
all , it takes time.
Doing it qu ickly,
with any amount
of precision is
difficult at best.
On the other hand, with SIS, changing
gears is just like tuning that same radio with
pushbuttons. One touch and you've got it.
LEVER AND DERAILLEUR-THE SYSTEM
APPROACH
To help make shifting more precise the
New DURA-ACE shift lever util izes a clickstop mechanism-the SIS unit. Six preset
positions signal gear engagement with a
"click" you feel. Each click aligns the rear
derailleur with the precise, even spacing of
the New DURA-ACE freewheel or cassette.
New DURA-ACE levers don't lock you
into SIS, either. Simply turning the shift lever
"D" ring allows you to instantly switch between indexed and conventional operation.
The New DURA-ACE rear derailleur was
designed along with the lever as an integral

L4

L3

The Centeron guide pulley was designed
to add a precise amount of lateral movement
to automatically provide the fine adjustment
necessary for perfect chain alignment.
The special Uniglide Twist-Tooth shape of
the New DURA-ACE freewheel and Freehub cogs actually guide the chain on and
off the gears in a smooth, continuous
motion without hesitation or slippage.
UPGRADE WITHOUT OBSOLESCENCE .
As a direct result of the extra
levels of performance and precision engineed into New DURAACE, all SIS individual components offer improved performance
even when used with conventional
components.
Functioning as a system New
DURA-ACE signals a breakthrough
in bicycle shifting performance for
all cyclists. Not lim ited to pure racing applications, SIS also serves
the needs of discriminating touring
and recreational cyclists who
demand optimal shifting
performance.
The Shimano Index System is the result
of the applied Shimano philosophy of
improved component function with real
world benefits.
New DURA-AC E racing components
have the advantage. The next move is yours.

Easy SIS
syncronization
with the cable
adjusting
barrel.

part of SIS. The
basic requ irement
for precise shifting
is maintaining a
constant, minimal distance between the rear
derailleur guide pulley and each sprocket.
A derailleur must provide two actions.
The pulley cage must be moved
back and forth laterally along the
gear cluster while simultaneously
changing the vertical height of
the guide pulley to match the
cluster profile.
The problem with conventional
desig ns is that the pulley cage is
moved across the gear cluster in
a straight line parallel , or at a
fixed angle, to the hub
NEW
axle. As the guide pulley
~
approaches the smallest gear
l"'V".J ~.J
._,
(Shown in diagram as L 1) it is
forced further away from the geai. see New DURA-ACE at your
Over-all shifting accuracy and
professional bicycle dealer.
precision suffers, especially when
trying to downshift from higher
gears.
New DURA-ACE rear derailleurs incorporate Shimano's
unique DOUBLE servopantagraph design to create a
minimal distance between the
guide pulley and gear cluster,
regardless of the gear combination.
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CENTERON AND UNIGLIDE
SPROCKETS.

For a free brochure, write Sl-llmAnO lnOUSTRIAL CO .. LTO. 3-77 Oimatsucho, Sakai , Osaka , Japan
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